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Abstract 

Multilayered magneto-optical (MO) media were studied in order to 

achieve high-speed, high-density MO recording. The relationship between 

the recording characteristics and the multilayered MO disk structure was 
analyzed from the viewpoints of three kinds of physical properties: thermal , 
magnetic, and optical. The analysis was performed both numerically and 
experimental! y. 

Two opti cal properties, Kerr rotation and reflectivity , were studied 
through optical simulation and experiment. The experimental results for 
Kerr rotation in multilayered MO disks were successfully simulated by 
using a multiple-reflection model of magnetically induced circular 
dichroism. This led to the most suitable optical structures: a quadrilayered 
structure with a metal reflective layer, and a magnetic bilayer with a 
readout magnetic layer. 

The thermal properties of MO disks were studied by analyzing the 
relationship between the recording characteristics and the thermal structure 
of the media for magnetic-field modulation overwriting. Thermal 
simulation combined with a domain-formation model showed the 
relationship between the media structure, the recording characteristics, and 
the reco rded domain shape. This led to the most suitable thermal structure: a 
quadrilayered structure with a thermal-diffusive metal layer. 

Magnetic multilayers for light-intensity modulation overwriting (LMO) 
were studied. Problems occur in LMO because it requires two levels of laser 
power for overwriting and because it uses magnetic exchange-coupling 
between layers. The former results in a narrow power margin and thermal 
crosstalk. The latter results in initialization noise and degradation after the 
repetitive overwriting. Domain transfer was applied in order to expand the 

readout power margin, although a slight increase in the noise level was 
observed when the readout power was high. The thermal cross talk was 

analyzed, then effectively reduced by using comb-shaped laser pulses and a 

disk with a thick thermal diffusion layer. A noise increase after initialization 

was detected and eliminated by using a transition-metal dominant memory 
layer having a large effec tive coercivity . Arrhenius analysis of overwrite 



repeatability revealed the degradation mode characteristics of LMO; the 
degradation was eliminated by using a memory layer having high domain 

wall coercivity. Application of mark-edge recording resulted in an LMO 

disk with 2-GB capacity on an 130-rnm-diarneter disk. 

To achieve high-density recording, small-domain recording and smal l
domain readout techniques were studied. Magnetic-field modulation with 

pulsed-laser irradiation was shown to perform well for small-domain 
recording. Use of a rapid signal change on a magneti c super-resolution 
medium provided good small-domain readout performance. Combining 
these two high-density techniques promises to double the recording density 

ofMO disks . 
The most suitable form for high-density, high-speed magneto-optical 

recording is a combination of magnetically induced super-reso lution using 
the readout layer for a short wavelength laser and magnetic-fie ld 

modulation with pulsed-laser irradiation. 
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1 Introduction 

In today 's information-oriented society, the word "multimedia" has 
been attracting the attention of people all over the world. In a multimedia 
system, information, such as audio and video materials, is treated in a digital 
form. This has led to a dramatic increase in the quantity of information to 
be handled. Large-capacity storage systems are thus needed to store and to 
manage this information. 

Optical storage is a practical approach to large-capacity storage 
systems. In optical disk systems, information stored in a small optical spot is 
accessed . This access can be performed with a relatively large distance 
between the medium and the head because the optical (laser) beam used is 
focusable onto a small spot ($1 J.l.m) . Therefore, optical disk systems have 
both high reliability and media-removability. 

Optical disks are classified into three types, read-only, write-once, and 
rewritable. The read-only type, such as compact disks (COs) and video 
disks, are widely used in the audio and visual fields. This type of optical disk 
stores information as physical pits covered with a metal reflection layer. 
The pits are formed by replication using a master stamper, which enables 
low-cost mass production. The write-once type of optical disk [ 1.1] is widely 
used for archival file systems in libraries and offices because the recorded 
information is preserved semipermanently. The information is recorded by 
forming irreversible holes or protuberances on the recording layer, which 
is made of chalcogenide or organic dye. The rewritable type of optical disk 
is used in magneto-optical (MO) recording and in phase-change recording. 
In MO recording , information is recorded as a magnetic domain, the same 
as on a magnetic disk. Therefore, the recorded information is rewritable, 
the same as on a magnetic disk. In phase-change recording, information is 
recorded by reversibly transforming the physical state of the recording 
layer between crystal and amorphous states. 

Among the various optical disk systems, the MO disk bas achieved a 
strong position as a rewritab le optical disk. For example, 90-rnrn (3.5-in) 
MO disks are used like large capacity floppy disks for personal computers. 



But with a capacity of more than 200 MB, they have I 00 times more 

capacity than floppy disks. 
Although the MO disk bas these advantages , its market share in 

memory system is still poor. This is mainly due to the high price and poor 
performance of MO disks compared with other memory systems. Improved 
performance, i.e., more capacity and faster speed, is thus important. 

To improve the MO medium, MO recording mechanism must be 
analyzed and the relationship between the properties of the disk materials 
and the recording characteristics must be clarified. In MO recording , not 
only the optical properties, but also the magnetic and thermal properties of 
the media play important roles. In conventional MO recording, the thermal 
and magnetic properties are important for recording , while the optical 
properties are important for readout. However, in functional media, such as 
magnetic multilayers, these three properties interact with each other and 

complicate the recording mechanism. 
In this thesis, multilayered MO media were studied in order to achieve 

high-speed, high-density MO recording. Most of the study focused on 
analyzing the relationship between the recording characteristics and the 
structure of the multilayered MO disk from the viewpoints of the three 
physical properties: thermal, magnetic, and optical. The analysis was 
performed both numerically and experimentally. 

1 . 1 Background 

1.1.1 Principle of magneto-optical (MO) recording 
The outline of MO recording is shown in Fig. 1.1. Information is 

recorded in the form of magnetic domains on an MO film by irradiating a 
focused laser light under a bias magnetic field. The laser light is irradiated 
through a transparent substrate made of glass or polycarbonate. The 
intensity of the irradiated light is modulated with the information to be 
recorded, as shown in Fig. 1.2. The laser light irradiation increases the 
temperature of the MO layer, reducing the coercivity of the magnetic film. 
Therefore, the magnetization of the heated region aligns in the direction of 
the bias magnetic field , and a magnetic domain representing the recorded 
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information is formed. The diameter of this magnetic domain is about 0.8 
IJ.m for first-generation MO disks [1.2] , which went into production in 1988. 

To rewrite the information, the recorded information must first be 
erased. A focused laser beam is continuously irradiated on the medium 
under a constant magnetic field opposite to that for recording. This aligns 
the magnetization direction within the laser-irradiated area to that in the 
blank area, thus, erasing the recorded information. 

spot 

incident light 
(l inea rly polarized) 

transparent substrate 
(Glass or Polycarbonate) 

reflected light 
(rotated by Kerr elect) 

Fig. 1.1 Outline of magneto-optical recording and readout. 
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To read out the recorded information , a linearly polarized li ght is 

in·adiated on the MO film, as shown in Fig. 1. l , and the polarization angle 

of the reflected light is detected. The polarization is rotated by the magnetic 

Kerr effect. The laser li ght is focused through a transparent substrate, 
generally 1.2 mm thick. Using a transparent substrate greatly reduces the 

effect of dust on the disk surface. a key factor in providing removability and 

reliability. 

t 

Transparent substrate 
(glass or poly-carbonate) 

Laser light 
(modulated) 

recorded domains 

.£ 
(/) 
c 
Q) 

c 

disk rotation 

time 
Fig. 1.2 Principle of magneto-optical recording. 
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1.1.2 MO medium 

A typi ca l structure of MO medium is shown in Fig . 1.3(a). The 

su bstrate (g lass or poly-carbonate) is transparent and pregrooved for 

tracking. A typical track pitch is about 1.4 Jlm. The tracking grooves are 
formed by replication or injection method. On the substrate, an MO layer 
(TbFeCo) , nitride dielectric layers, and an aluminum-alloy reflection layer 

are formed . The nitride layers are used for protecting the MO layer from 
oxidation and for enhancing Kerr rotation angle of the MO layer by using 
multiple-reflection. This di sk structure is called quadrilayered structure 
[13]. 

The MO layer is made of rare-earth transi ti on-metal (RE-TM) 
amorphous alloy, which has high perpendicular anisotropy (:2: l x l05 Jfm3 
{l x J06 erg/cm3)) and high coercivity (:2: 1600 kA/m {20 kOe}). In order to 
record small domain, high coercivity and high perpendicular anisotropy are 
required . Typical magnetic characteristics of the MO layer are shown in 
Fig. 1.3(b). Around a room temperature (RT), the coercivity of the MO 
layer is relatively high (800- 1600 kA/m {10-20 kOe} ). The coercivity 
decreases as the temperature increases to a Curie temperature T c of abou t 

200 oc_ This coercivi ty gradient plays an important ro le to achieve good 
recording characteristics. RE-TM alloy is excellent in this point. Since it is 
ferri magneti c, th e coerci vity greatl y varies around a co mpensation 
temperature, at which the magnetization vanishes and the coercivity becomes 
infinite ideally . Among various RE-TM alloy, TbFeCo is the most popular 
material used for an MO film because of its high coercivity and high 
anisotropy. 

In ferrimagnetic materials , magnetic moments of rare-earth (RE) 

elements always a li gn in the opposite direction of those of transition-metal 
(TM) e lements; thi s sp in arrangement is done by exchange-coupling force. 

The anti-para ll e l coupling of RE and TM moments red uces the total 
magnetization. This results in small demagnetizing field and high effective 

perpendi cular anisotropy. 
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protection coat (UV curing resin) 

reflection layer (al-alloy) 

~~~~~~~91--uielectic layer (nitride) 

•• ., ••• .-- MO-Iayer (TbFeCo) 

dielectic layer (nitride) 

substrate (polycarbonate) 

groove for tracking 

:c 
:2: 
2 
QJ 
0 
0 

(a) structure of a typical MO medium (quadrilayered) 

recording temperature 

R.T. 
50 

(b) temperature dependance of the coercive forces 

Fig. 1.3 Configuration of a typical MO medium. 
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Since the difference of TM andRE moments determines the amplitude 

and direction of the magnetization, RE-TM all oy is classified into two types 

with its composition: TM-dorninant and RE-dorninant. In TM-dorninant 

alloy, the moment of TM component is greater than that of RE component. 

[n RE-dorninant alloy, the moment of RE component is greater than that of 

TM component . The magnetic properties, such as coercivity and 

magnetization , greatly depends on the composition of RE and TM elements. 

That is , the magnetic properties are very sensitive to the variation in the 

composition. Therefore, precise composition control is very important in 
RE-TM alloy. 

[n order to obtain good readout characteristics, both high Kerr rotation 
angle and high reflectivity are required of the MO medium because the 

signal intensity is proportional to the product of the Kerr rotation and the 

reflectivity. The product is called a figure of merit [1.4]. The quadrilayered 
structure is chosen for high figure of merit. 

In addition to the recording and readout characteristics, reliability, 
such as high corrosion resistance and high write-and-erase repeatability, is 
required. The quadrilayered structure is excellent in this point also [1.2]. 

1.1.3 Drive 

The optical system of a typical MO recording drive is shown in Fig. 

1.4. The laser li ght radiates from a laser diode, and its spatial profile is 

circularized by using a beam reformer which consists of a pair of prisms. 

The circularized light beam is focused onto a recording layer of an MO disk 

through a polarized beam splitter (PBS), a galvano mirror and an objective 

lens. The light reflected by the disk is introduced into MO signal detectors 

through PBSs. The servo signals, such as radial tracking signal and focusing 
signal, are detected by servo signal detectors. 
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MO disk 

servo signal j 
detector ' 

moniter 

half-wave plate 

MO signal detector 

Fig. 1.4 Optical system of MO drive. 

Since the Kerr rotation angle of MO media is small (-I 0 ), 45 °

differential detection method is used for MO signal detection. In the method, 
the reflected light is rotated by 45°, then divided into two orthogonal 
components by the PBS in the MO detector. A half-wave plate is used for 
rotating the polarization of the reflected light by 45° Each orthogonal 
component is detected by the corresponding detector. The detected signals 
are introduced into a differential amplifier, providing the MO readout 

sional as the difference of the orthogonal components. 
"' Figure I 5 shows the principle of the differential detection. The 

diaoonal bold arrow is the electric field vector E of the reflected light. The 

vec~or is divided into two orthogonal components P and S . The signals 
detected by the corresponding detectors are proportional to IP 12 and IS 12 

since the detector transforms light-intensity into electric current. The MO 
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s 

Fig. 1.5 Principle of differential detection. 

readout signal SigMo, the difference of the detected signals , is expressed as 
follows : 

SigMo = 7) • IP 12- 7) • IS 12 = 7J • IE I• L1 == 7) • I • BK .......... (1.1) 

where /, BK and 7) are the intensity of the reflected light, the Kerr rotation 
ang le and the quantum efficiency in the detector. In detail, I and BK must be 

replaced by the effective values considering the reflectivity of the two PBSs. 

The noise in the MO readout signal NMo is expressed as the following 

expression: 

where, Namp, Nshot. NJaser , Nctisk and Nwrite are called amplifier noise, shot 

noise, laser noise, disk noise and write noise, respectively. The amplifier 

noise is mainly due to thermal noise in a feed back resistor of the amplifier. 
The shot noise occurs when photons are converted into electron-hall pairs in 
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the detector because the conversion is a statistica l process. The laser noi se 

results from the flu ctuation in the laser intensity. The disk noise is induced 

by th e flu ctuation of the reflectivi ty and the Kerr rotati on angle of the MO 

disk, which ori ginates from the surface roughness of the disk. The write 

noise occurs due to the inhomogeneity of the recorded domains. Since these 
kinds of noi se are independent of each other, th e total noise N M o i 

expressed as the root sum squares of each noise. 
Among the various kinds of noise, the shot noise and the amp li fier 

noise are inevitable because they are quantum noise. If the shot noise is 
dominant, the readout signal to noise ratio SNR becomes the following 

expression. 

SNR "" SigMO 1 Nshot. = 17 I BK I -J 2 e 77 I df 

oc{f.BK 
ocff•BK ... ... ...... ........ ........ ................ .. ........... . . .. ( 1.3) 

where, e , !'Jf and R are the elementary electric charge, the detecti on 
frequenc y width, and the reflectivity of the disk. respectively . If the 
amplifier noise, which is independent of the signal intensity, is dominant, 

SNR is proportional to SigMO only: 

SNR oc SigMO ocR •BK. .. ..... .. ........... .. ...... .. .. ............ (1.4) 

In Eq. (1.3) and (1.4) , Rand BK are media parameters. Therefore, the 

value ff•BK orR •BK is called figure of merit of the medium. 

1. 2 High-speed, high-density technologies 

1.2.1 MO disk trends 
The first-generation 130-mm (5.25-in) MO disk had a reco rding speed 

of 0.3 MB/s and a capacity of 320 MB per side. This performance was poor 
compared to other recording systems, such as magnetic disks. The recording 

speed was much slower than that of common magneti c disks, mainly because 
there was no overwrite capability. Before rewriting the information , erasing 
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was necessary, which reduced the effective recording speed to about half the 
readout speed. Magnetic- field modulation overwriting [1.5 , 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 

1.9] and li ght-intensity modulation overwriting [1.1 0, 1.11, 1.12] have Jed to 
h1 gh-speed recording. 

The capacity of first-generation MO disks was insufficient for both 
audio and video data recording. For example, a co mpact disk has about 

tw1ce the capacity (about 600 MB/side). Digital video recording of two-hour 
mov1e reqUJres about 5 GB even if data compression is applied. Therefore 
high-density recording was needed to expand the use for MO disks. ' 

. To achieve hi gh-density MO recording, a short-wavelength laser diode, 
whtch reduces the laser spo t size, is needed. However, progress in Jaser
dwde technology has not kept pace with the demand for high-density 
storage. Therefore, various other high-density MO recordin<> technolo<>ies 
h b 

. "' 0 

ave een mvestigated. 

In second-generation MO disks , which went into production in 1993 , 
th e zoned constant-angular-velocity recording technique (1.13] and the 
mark-edge recording technique [1.14, 1.15, 1.16] were applied. The former 
technique has enabled more effective use of the recording area on a disk. 
The latter technique has increased the recording density by correlatin<> the 
reco rded information with the leading- and trailing-edge positions 0~ the 
recorded domain. Each technique alone increases the recording capacity by 
about one and half times. Therefore, second-generation MO disks had two 
or three times more capacity than the first-generation ones. 

Magnetic super-resolution, another high-density technology, was first 
reported tn 1991 (1.17 , 1.18]. This technique was epoch-makin<> because it 
broke the optical-resolution barrier. "' 

In the following subsections, these technologies are reviewed. 

1.2.2 Magnetic-field modulation overwriting 

Figure 1.6 shows the principle of the magnetic-field modulation 

overwriting (MMO). Unmodulated laser light is irradiated on a medium at 
such an intensity that a part of the recording film is heated above the Curie 

temperature. On the heated area, modulated magnetic field is applied, which 

forms magnetic domains . In the process , the magnetization direction of the 

]] 



recorded domains follows the direction of the modulated field , independent 
of the previous domains. Therefore, the information is rewritten without 

erasing process, that is, the information is overwritten. 
A floating type of magnetic head is used for applying high-speed 

modulated magnetic field. The head is similar to that of a magnetic disk. 
However, the size of the magnetic head and the floating distance are much 
larger than those of magnetic disks. This is because the domain width is 
determined by the laser spot size (heated area size) and is independent of the 

size of the area where the magnetic field is applied. 

old do 

magneti 
film 

transparent substrate 
(glass or poly-carbonate) 

modulation field 

disk rotation 

CW laser light 

Fig. 1.6 Principle of magnetic field modulation overwriting. 
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Furthermore, MMO technique is also effective to high-density 
recording because high-speed modulation enables the easy formation of 
domains shorter than the optical spot diameter [1.19]. 

1.2.3 Light-intensity modulation overwriting 

Figure 1.7(a) shows a typical MO disk structure for light-intensity 
modulation overwriting (LMO). The disk has a TbFeCo memory layer (M
layer) and a TbDyFeCo writing layer (W-layer). These two magnetic layers 
are sandwiched by dielectric layers in order to protect them from oxidation. 
The magnetic properties of theM-layer and the W-layer are shown in Fig. 
1.7(b). The M-layer has higher coercivity than the W-layer at room 
temperature, and it has lower Curie temperature than theW-layer. 

protective layer 

W-layer(TbDyFeCo) 

dielectic layer 

(a) structure of the medium (b) temperature dependance of 
the coercivity 

Fig. 1.7 Configuration of LMO medium. 
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Figure 1.8 explains the process of LMO. Overwriting is performed by 
modulating the laser power between a high level (PH) and a low level cPL) 

under a constant bias magnetic field B bias· 

Before overwriting, the W-layer is uniformly magnetized by the 
initializing field (Bini) as shown in Fig. 1.8(a). Bini is applied by a 

permanent magnet. In the initialization, the magnetization of the M-layer, 
which represents the information in the form of recorded domains, is not 
disturbed because the coercivity of theM-layer is higher than B ini· 

When PL is irradiated on the disk, the temperature of the magnetic 
layers approaches the Curie temperature of the M-layer (Tel). At the 

temperature, the magnetization of the M-layer is aligned in the same 
direction as the uniformly magnetized W-layer through the exchange
coupling force between two layers , as shown in Fig. 18(b). Consequently, 
the M-layer is uniformly magnetized and the recorded domains are erased. 
This is called L-process or erasing process and, the temperature at which the 
L-process occurs is called TL. 

When PH is irradiated on the disk, the temperature of the magnetic 
layers approaches the Curie temperature of the W-layer (Tc 2). At that 

temperature, the magnetization of theM-layer disappears, and the coercivity 
of the W-layer becomes sufficiently small. Therefore, the magnetization of 
theW-layer aligns in the same direction of the bias field B bias, and the 

recorded domains are formed. As the temperature decreases , the 
magnetization of the M-layer aligns in the same direction as that of the 
recorded domains on the W -layer. In the other words, the domains on the 
W-layer is transferred to theM-layer. This is cal led H-process or recording 

process and is shown in Fig. 1.8(c). 
In summary, PH forms the recorded domains and PL erases them. 

Therefore, overwriting is performed by modulating the laser power 

between PH and PL. 
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Initializing field Hiru 

Bias field Hbias 

t t 1+ i t t t 
t t t t t 

~ moving direction U of the media 
-------~-~=~=~ (b) when PL is irradiated 
t t t t t t W-layer (L-process) 

+ + [ + I + l f I + M-layer 

(a) after initializing 

Bias field Hbias 

[]] 
v~~ 

t t t 
t t t 

(c) when PH is irradiatet 
(H-process) 

Fig. 1.8 Overwriting process . 
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1.2.4 Magnetically induced super-resolution 
For a high-resolution readout method, various types of magnetically 

induced super-resolution (MSR) have been investigated [ 1.20, 1.21 , 1.22]. 
Among them, front aperture detection (FAD) type of MSR is the most 
simple and effective. In this subsection, the principle of the FAD type of 

MSR is explained. 
MSR is induced by masking a portion of the laser spot. The masked 

recrion on the medium reflects no information , which reduces the effective 
sp~t size and eliminates optical interference. The mask is formed by usin g 

temperature difference caused by the readout laser spot. . 
Figure 1.9 shows the outline of the FAD type of MSR. The medium has 

three magnetic layers, a memory layer (TbFeCo), a readout layer (GdFeCo) 

readout layer (GdFeCo) 

switching layer (TbDyFe) 

memory layer (TbFeCo) 

T 

laser spot 

-1-b--b--+-'

----------- ----- --------------------

external 
readout field 

region where the 
magnatization 
vanishes 

/ 
masking temperature 

temperature profile 

position 

Fig. 1.9 Principle of MSR. 
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and a switching layer (TbDyFe). The memory layer, which has the same 
function of the magnetic film of the conventional MO disk (Fig . 1.2), stores 
the information in the form of magnetic domain. The readout layer is 
capable of duplicating domain from the memory layer with the exchange
coupling force through the switching layer. Therefore, the recorded 
information is read through the readout layer by irradiating a readout laser 
beam. The switching layer has the lowest Curie temperature of the three. It 
controls the exchange-coupling force between the memory and the readout 
layers by using its Curie temperature. 

When the readout laser beam is irradiated, the magnetic films in the 
spot are heated. The laser spot is divided into two region with its 
temperature: an aperture region and a mask region. In the aperture region, 
the temperature is lower than the Curie temperature of the switching layer. 
In the mask region , the temperature is higher than the Curie temperature of 
the switching layer. 

In the aperture, the low temperature region, the recorded domain on 
the memory layer is transferred to the readout layer through the exchange
coupling force. This is because the coercivity of the readout layer is lower 
than the exchange-coupling force. The recorded information is accessed 
through the transferred domains on the readout layer in the aperture. 

In the mask, the high temperature region, the magnetization of the 
switching layer vanishes; this magnetically uncouples the readout layer from 
the memory layer and magnetizes the readout layer in the direction of a bias 
field. In the mask, therefore, no information on the memory layer is read
out through laser spot. 

Because of the spot movement, the high temperature region is shifted to 
the rear portion of the spot; consequently, the aperture, the low temperature 
region, is located at the front portion of the spot. This is why the method is 
cal led front aperture detection. 

Thus , the readout region is limited to the aperture, the front portion of 
the spot. This improves the effective optical resolution. That is to say, the 
magnetically induced super-reso lution technique is capable of reading and 
resolving smaller domains than the optical spot size. 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 
To achieve high-density, high-speed optical disks , the signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) is the most important factor to be improved. The SNR reflects 
the figure of merit of the medium (FOM), which is proportional to the Kerr 
rotation angle, and the recorded domain shape. The FOM depends on the 
optical properties of the medium. The recorded domain shape reflects the 
thermal and magnetic properties. Therefore , the optical , the thermal, and 
the magnetic properties play important roles in MO recording. In this thesis, 
the relationship between the media stru cture and the write/read 
characteristics is discussed based on these three physical properties. The 
experimental results are analyzed with the help of various numerical 

simulations. 
In chapter 2 , the optical and thermal structures of MO disks are 

discussed based on simulation and experimental results. The opti cal 
properties (the Kerr rotation angle and the reflectivity) are common 
properties independent of the recording method. The enhancement of the 
Kerr effect by using multiple-reflection improves the performance of MO 
readout. A media structure that provides a large MO readout signal is 
determined with the help of optical simulations. The thermal properties of 
MO disks depend on the recording method because the domain formation 
and the recording laser pulse shape differ with the recording method. In 
chapter 2, thermal simulation [1.23] shows the shape of the recorded domain 
precisely. With the help of a magnetic domain formation model [1.24, 1.25], 
the temperature distribution obtained by the thermal simulation is expanded 

to the domain shape. 
In chapter 3, exchange-coupled magnetic multilayers are studied for 

light-intensity modulation overwriting (LMO). In a magnetic multilayer, the 
exchange-coupling force between layers plays a very important role. 
Therefore, analysis and improvement of the mechanism for the domain 
formation are needed to achieve good performance. Several problems to be 
solved are addressed. Some, such as the power margin and the thermal 
crosstalk, occur because LMO needs three levels of laser power: recording 
power, erasing power, and readout power. Others, such as the initialization 
noise and the degradation after overwrite repetition, originate from the 
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exchange-coupling force between magnetic layers. The causes of three 
problems are studied experimentally by analyzing the mechanism of domain 
formation and magnetization with the help of thermal simulation. Ideas for 
solving these problems are introduced and examined experimentally. In 
addltlon, the high-density mark-edge recording technique is applied to LMO 
media. 

In chapter 4 , recording and readout techniques for high-density 
recording are discussed. For high-density recording, both small-domain 
readout and small-domain recording are important. Magnetic super
resolution , an application of a magnetic multilayer, is studied as a small
domain readout technique [1.26]. Magnetic-field modulation by pulsed-laser 
irradiation is studied [I 27] , as a small-domain recording technique. 

In chapter 5, conclusions drawn from the results throughout the thesis 
are presented. The most suitable form of the MO media and the recordino 
method for high-speed, high-density storage are discussed. "' 
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2 Optical and Thermal Design of MO Disks 

To achieve high-density. high-speed optical disks, the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) is the most important factor to consider. The SNR represents 
both readout and recording performance. Readout performance mainly 
depends on the optical properties of the recording medium. Reco rding 
performance (recorded domain quality) mainly depends on the thermal and 

magnetic properties . 
The readout signal is detected as the Kerr rotation angle of the 

reflected light. As discussed in § 1.1.3 , the figure of merit (FOM) for MO 
detection, which reflects the SNR, is expressed as K • BK or R • BK . To 

obtain a high FOM, the multiple-reflection method, which uses dielectric 
layers and a metal reflection layer, has been investigated [2. I]. The multiple 
reflection enhances the Kerr rotation angle [2.2]. In this chapter, the FOM 
for a disk with a single MO film and for a disk with a magnetic multilayer 

(bilayer) are discussed. 
The recorded domain shape directly depends on the thermal properties 

of the MO media because the domain is formed in the high-temperature 
region of the disk. The thermal properties of MO di sks depend on the 
recording method because, as mentioned above, domain formation process 
and recording laser pulse shape are different with the recording method. 

The magnetic properties relate to the fluctuations in the recorded 
domains, which increase the noise level [2.3]. The magnetic properties of 
magnetic multilayers are discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

In this chapter, a suitable optical and thermal structure for MO disks , 
especially for magnetic-field modulation overwriting (MMO) [2.4], [2.5], is 

discussed. 

2.1 Optical design 

2.1.1 Measurement of optical properties 
The reflectivity of MO disks was measured using an unfocused light 

with wavelengths of 780 or 830 nm. The effective reflectivity for the MO-
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disk drive was obtained from the measured reflectivity considering the 
reflection at the substrate surface and the diffraction due to the tracking 
grooves. Since the laser beam is focused onto the MO film surface in an 
actual MO-di sk drive, the light reflected at the substrate surface does not 
reach the detectors of the drive. The effect of the diffraction was confirmed 
by comparing the reflectivity for the focused light on the non-grooved and 
on the grooved areas of the disk. Since the wave front of a focused beam 
within the focal depth is flat, the reflectivity for focused light is considered 
to be same as that for unfocused light. 

The Kerr rotation angles of the MO disks were measured using a Kerr 
loop tracer (Ni hon Optics Co., J-250). The Kerr rotation angle is half the 
difference between the polarization angles of two reflected lights , one 
magnetized in one direction and one in the opposite direction. To magnetize 
MO disks, a strong magnetic field (about 1200 kA/m { 15 kOe}) was 
applied. The wavelength dependence and the temperature dependence of the 
Kerr rotation angle were also measured. 

2. 1.2 Optical simulation 
Magnetic material rotates the polarization plane of the linearly 

polarized reflected light, which is called the magnetic Kerr effect. 
Physically, this is due to the interaction between an incident photon and an 
electron with an orbital angular momentum. A circularly polarized photon 
is absorbed or emitted with a change in the quantum number of the angular 
momentum. The magnetization induces the population difference between 
atoms with positive angular momentum and those with negative angular 
momentum. The population difference causes the difference in the refractive 
indices for two circular-po larized light, namely, the circular dichroism. 

In the simulation, the Kerr effect was treated as a circular dichroism, 
by which the optical phase shift is caused for two circular-polarized 
reflected lights. The shift results in the rotation of the linearly polarized 
light, i.e., the Kerr rotation. 

The birefringence causes not only the optical phase shift but also the 
difference in the absorbance or the reflectivity. This difference results in the 
Kerr ell ipticity, by which reflected light of the linearly polarized incident 
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light becomes elliptical polarization. The Kerr ellipticity is also a key 

parameter to be controlled. 

The actual magnetic materials have rel atively small ( - 0.2 deg .) Kerr 

rotation angle. For obtaining higher Kerr rotation , the multilayered 

stru cture, which utilizes multiple-reflection [2.6 , 2.7] is used. However, the 

multiple-reflection technique causes the reduction in the reflectivity. 

Therefore, to obtain an MO media wi th good optical properti es, the fi gure 

of merit (FOM), mentioned in § 1.1.3 , is important. 
The numerical simulation is useful to study the relationship between the 

media structure and the Kerr enhancement effect. The simulati on was 

performed as follows. 
First, two interfaces , shown in Fig. 2.1, were considered. By regarcling 

these surfaces as one virtual reflective surface, the reflectivity of the virtual 

surface is expressed as follows: 

I 

+' ... *1-~-~ ......... ~ .... ~ ..... ~ _' .... \ -~ 1 =>~~~~~~~ 
di-1 

t ~~-*~~~ 

(a) two reflective surfaces 

* I-I 

(b) virtual reflective surface 

Fig. 2.1 Kerr calculation method on multilayer system. 
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+ .. . 

........... .. ..... ................. ············· ................ .... . . .. ... .. .... .. . ... (2.1) 

where, rt , r *t-1 , nt , dt , lt and A are the amplitude reflectivity of the 

interface between the layers l and l+ 1, the virtual reflectivity of the 

interface between layers l-1 and l , the refractive index of layer l , the 

thickness of layer l , the transmissivity of the interface between layers l and 
l-1 , and the wavelength of the incident light, respectively. By using the 

relation t1
2 = 1- r/, Eq. (2. 1) is reduced into the following expression . 

. . 2n1d1 r1 + r "1_ 1 ·exp(-L-A-) 
r * I = ------,..---.--'-"---

1 . ( . 2n1d1 ) • 
+ r " t ·exp -L -A- r "1_ 1 

.(2.2) 

By sequ entia lly calculating the virtual reflecti vity of Eq. (2.2) at every 

interface of the multilayer, the reflectivity of the multilayer is obtained. In 
the MO medium, the refractive indices for the circular-polarized lights are 

different from eac h other. The amplitude refle ctivity for two circular
polarized li ght r*L and r *R is thus calculated. The Kerr rotati on angle 8K, 

the Kerr ellipticity T]K , and energy reflectivity R are obtained by the 

following equations. 

8K = arg(r *R)-arg(r *L) ........ ...... ...... ............... .. ... (2.3) 
2 
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'7K =tan-I([r*R:-:r*L[J ...... .. ......... ......... ······· ............... (2.4) r*R+r*L 

............... ·········· ··· · ·· · ····· ········ ·············· (2.5) 

The optical constants used for the simulation are summarized in Table 
2.1. The refractive indices of the thin films on the MO disks were obtained 
by ellipsometry. The magneto-optical constants of the MO fi lms , which are 
expressed as differences in the refractive indices for two circular-polarized 
lights, were obtained from the literature [2 .8]. The double signs in the 
TbFeCo row indicate the refractive indices for circu larly po larized lights. 
Since the refractive index for SiN greatly depended on the sputtering 
condition, the index is shown by a range. 

Table 2.1 Refractive indi ces . 

material n k 

TbFeCo± 3.0 ± 0.03 3.6 ±0.035 

SiN 1.9 - 2.3 0-0.1 

UV-resin 1.53 0 

Glass 1.5 0 

Al 0.5 7.0 

Al-Ti 2.0 5.0 

UV resin 
n=1.5 

UV resin 
n=1 .5 

Substrate 

(a) Trilayered disk 

Reflection layer 
(Aiminum) 

Second dielectric 
layer (SiN) 

Magnetic film 
(TbFeCo) 

rst dielectric layer 
(SiN) 

UV resin 
n=1 .5 

UV resin 

Substrate 

(b) Quadrilayered disk 

Fig. 2.2 Typical disk structures of MO Disk. 

2.1 .3 Trilayered and quadrilayered disk 

The FOM was calculated by the scheme described in §2.1.2 for two 
kinds of disks, both of which has a single layer MO film. Figure 2.2(a) and 
2.2(b) show disk structure for a tri layered disk and a quadrilayered disk, 
respectively. In the trilayered disk, the first dielectric (SiN) layer located 
between the substrate and the MO (TbFeCo) fi lm enhances the Kerr effect 
by mul tip le reflection . In the quadri layered disk, both the second dielectric 
layer and the MO film enhance the Kerr effect in addition to the first 
dielectric layer. In this structure, therefore, the MO film is so thin that a 
part of incident light reaches to the reflection layer through it. 
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Fig. 2.3 Kerr simulation for trilayered disk. 
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Fig. 2.4 Kerr simulation for quadrilayered disk. 
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For the trilayered disk in Fig 2.2(a) , the Kerr rotation , the Kerr 
ellipti city, the reflectivity and the FOM were calculated. Figure 2.3 shows 
the results as functions of the first dielectric layer. The thickness of the 
second dielectric layer shows no effect because the thickness of the MO film 
is thick enough. The first nitride layer with a large refractive index 
produces a large Kerr rotation angle , while it greatly reduces the 
reflectivity. Therefore, the enhancement effect in the FOM is relatively 
small . In the practical use , maximum avilllable refractive index is about 2.3 
since dielectric films with higher refractive index have generally some 
absorbance. Therefore, the maximum Kerr rotation angle of about 0.76 
degree is obtillned when the thickness and the refractive index of the first 
nitride layer are 75 nm and 2.3, respectively. The Kerr ellipticity, the 
reflectivity, ff• &!<., and R •8K in tills case are -0.26 degree, 18.5 %, 0.326 
degree, and 0.141 degree, respectively. 

For the quadrilayered disk shown in Fig . 2.2(b) , the Kerr rotation , the 
Kerr ellipticity, and the reflectivity were simulated as shown in Figure 2.4. 
The Kerr rotation angle and the Kerr ellipticity are greatly dependent on the 
thickness of the second dielectric layer, especially if the MO film is thinner 
than 20 nm. The shape of the curve for the Kerr rotation is a kind of 
dispersion function that has a pole at about 1 00 nm in a thickness of the 
second dielectric layer. Near the pole the reflectivity is very little. The two 
kinds of FOMs (ff•BK, R •8K) are shown in Fig. 2.5. The FOM R •8K of 

0.181 degree is obtillned if the thicknesses of the MO film and the second 
dielectric layer are 20 and 25 nm. The value of R •8K is about 1.3 times 

larger than that for the trilayered disk. In this case, FOM Cff· BK) is also 

greatl y enhanced up to 0.435 degree, which is more than 1.3 times larger 
than that for the trilayered disk. The Kerr rotation , Kerr ellipticity, and 
reflectivity are 1.05 degrees, -0.05 degree, and 17.2 %, respectively. 
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Table 2.2 Disk structure and Optical properties. 

Trilayered disk Quadrilayered disk 

Structure d (nm) n k d (nm) n k 

UV-resin 00 1.5 0.0 00 1.5 0.0 

Aluminum -- -- -- 30 0.5 7.0 

SiN 75 2.3 0 25 2.0 0.0 

ThFeCo 100 3.0 3.6 20 3.0 3.6 

+0.03 +0.035 ±0.03 ±0.035 

SiN 75 2.3 0.0 85 2.0 0.0 

substrate 00 1.5 0.0 00 1.5 0.0 

Simulation Experiment Simulation Experiment 

Kerr rotation (deg.) 0.76 0.8 1.05 1.1 

Kerr elli_pti city ( deg ) -0.26 -- -0.05 --

Reflectivity(%) 18.5 15 17 .2 15 

(with substrate) (21 .2) (18) (20.6) (18) 

R · &r< (deg.) 0.141 0.12 0.181 0.17 

fR· eK (deg.) 0.326 0.3 1 0.435 0.43 
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A comparison of the simulation and the experimental resu lts is 
summarized in Table 2.2. The simulated values of the reflectivity include no 
effect of the substrate surface. The influence of the substrate surface was 
considered by the following equation: 

where, R film , Rtotal , Rsub , and Tsub are the reflectivity of multilayered 

film, the total reflectivity with the substrate reflection, the reflectivity of the 
substrate surface, and the transmittance of the substrate surface, 
respectively. The first term in the large parentheses of Eq. (2 .6) is direct 
reflection from the multilayered film. The other terms in the parentheses 
come from multiple-reflection between the substrate surface and the film 
surface. Since the reflectivity of the substrate is relatively small compared 
with unity, th ose higher order terms are negligible. In the parentheses in 
Table 2.2, the simulated values in consideration of the substrate reflection 
are listed. On the other hand, the raw experimental value of the reflectivity 
(in the parentheses in the table) contains the influence of the substrate 
reflection; therefore the influence of the substrate reflection is removed by 
reversely calculating Eq. (2 .6) . 

As in Table 2.2, the experimental result showed good agreement with 
the simulated values. Furthermore, the quadrilayered disk with a reflection 
layer showed good optical characteristics such as Kerr ro tation angle and 
FOM compared with the trilayered disk. 

2.1.4 Negative Kerr rotation 

It is remarkable that Fig. 2.4(a) shows the negative Kerr rotation 
angles. This phenomenon is not unique characteristics of the quadrilayered 
disk. For example, a magnetic bilayer discussed in the next subsection shows 

a kind of negati ve Kerr rotation. In addition, even a bi layered film shows a 
negat ive Kerr rotation as described below. 

Figure 2.6 exp lains the origin of the negative Kerr rotation as follows. 
A two-i nterface system as in the left figure was considered. In this system, 

A , the li ght reflected at the surface of the dielectric layer, and B , the light 
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reflected at the interface between the MO film and the dielectric layer, were 

considered. If B is greater than A, which is the slightly enhanced case, the 
direction of the enhanced Kerr rotation angle BK* is always the same as that 

of the original Kerr rotation angle BK whi le the value of the rotation angle 

varies. On the other hand , if A is greater than B , which is the deeply 
enhanced case, the direction of the enhanced Kerr rotation angle BK* is 
different from that of the original Kerr rotation angle BK, and the Kerr 

rotation angle BK* is much larger than the original one BK. 

Fig. 2.6 Explanation of inverse Kerr rotation. 

Figure 2.7 shows an example of negative Kerr rotati on on bilayered 
disk. On the substrate, a thin MO film (GdTbFeCo) and a dielectric layer 
(SiN) were formed. The graph shows the Kerr rotation angle as a function 

of the thickness of GdFeCo layer. The letter G and D denote the Kerr 
rotation angles measured from glass substrate side and from dielectric layer 
side, respectively. The solid and the broken lines show th e simulated results. 

The gray and the white circles show the experimental results from G side 
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and from D side, respectively. It is obvious that the experimental results are 
in good agreement with the simulated resu lt. 
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Fig. 2.7 Example of inverse Kerr rotation on bilayered disk. 

2. 1.5 Kerr enhancement with a magnetic bilayer 
Figure of merit of the MO disks with a magnetic multilayer [2.9] is 

studied in this section. The di sk structure used is shown in the Fig. 2.8(a). 

On a glass substrate, TbFeCo/GdTbFeCo bilayer was formed with SiN 

dielec tric layers on each side. In this case the GdTbFeCo layer is used as a 
readout layer [2.1 0] because of lager Kerr rotation angle [2. 11 , 2.12] than 
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TbFeCo. Although the Kerr rotation angle of GdTbFeCo is larger than 

TbFeCo, the coercivity is much smaller than that for TbFeCo; therefore, the 

magnetic multilayer is used for combining the merits of both materials. In 

the bilayer film, TbFeCo and GdTbFeCo layers are exchange-coupled with 

each other. In the multilayer film, the exchange-coup ling force acts to ali gn 

the TM sub-lattice moments of each layer into the same direction. The 

exchange-coupling phenomenon is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

Figure 2.8(b) shows the simulated and the experimental Kerr rotation 

angles for various magnetization states in bilayered film. The Jjnes show the 

simulated Kerr rotation angle for various magnetic states. In the figure, 

magnetization states (A, B, C, D) are schematically shown: the arrow in the 
figure shows the TM moment of each film. If the thickness of GdFeCo layer 

is 0, the Kerr rotation angle coincides to that for TbFeCo film. If the 

thickness of GdFeCo is thick ( -100 nm), the Kerr rotation coincides to that 
for GdTbFeCo single layered film because the light hardly reaches to the 

TbFeCo layer. When the TM-moments of the two layers are parallel to each 

other (A), which is the most stable condition, Kerr rotation angle shows a 
little improvement compared with that for TbFeCo and GdTbFeCo. When 
the TM-moments of the two layers are anti-parallel (B ), the Kerr rotation 

curve shows remarkable enhancement at a GdTbFeCo truckness of 45 nm. 
The circles in Fig 2.8(b) show the experimental Kerr rotation angle. 

The white and the dark ones are the values for parallel (A) and anti-parallel 

(B) cases, respectively. The Kerr rotation angle and the magnetization state 

were analyzed by observing the Kerr hysteresis loop from both sides of the 
disk as shown in Fig . 2 .9. In Fig . 2.9, a Kerr loop from film side (F-side) 
reflects the magnetization direction of the TbFeCo layer only. A Kerr loop 
from the substrate side (S-side) mainly reflects the magnetization direction 

of the GdFeCo layer. From two kinds of measurement, the magnetization 

state (A, B, C, D ) was determined. Thus Kerr rotation angles were plotted 

into Fig. 2.8(b). The experimental result is in good agreement with the 

simulated line. 
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In addition to the figure of merit at the room temperature , the 
temperature dependence of Kerr rotation plays an important role. In the 
readout process, the temperature of the magnetic film is remarkably raised 
by the laser irradiation although the laser power is lower than that for 
recording. By irradiating normal level of readout power the temperature on 
the recording film rises to above I 00 °C. Therefore, the Kerr rotation angle 
at higher temperature must be taken into consideration. Fig. 2.10 shows the 
temperature dependence of tbe Kerr rotation angles for the GdTbFeCo and 
the TbFeCo film. At room temperature, GdTbFeCo has 1.2 times higher 
Kerr rotation than TbFeCo. At 150 °C, GdTbFeCo bas 1.3 times higher 
Kerr rotation than TbFeCo. Therefore, the good CNR at high readout 
power is expected. 
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Fig. 2.10 Temperature dependence of Kerr rotation. 
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Fig. 2.11 Read power dependence of CNR. 

The readout power dependence of carrier to noi se ratio (CNR) for 
TbFeCo (trilayered) disk and GdTbFeCoffbFeCo magnetic bilayer disk was 
evaluated. The disk structure was trilayered structure in the previous 

subsection. Only the magnetic layer was changed into bilayer. Figure 2.11 
shows the result. The bi layered disk showed good CNR characteristics 

compared with the TbFeCo disk, especially at a high readout laser power of 

about 3 mW. 
In Fig. 2.8, it is remarkable that the Kerr rotation angle for the parallel 

magnetization (A) becomes smaller than that for the anti-paral lel 

magnetization (B) at a GdTbFeCo thickness of 20 nm to 80 nm. This means 

that the TbFeCo layer shows a negative Kerr rotation. By another 

simulation, it was found that the negative Kerr rotation is occurs even if two 
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layers are made of the same material. This means that , in a thick film, 

reflection by the material that locates deeper position than 20 nm from the 

surface shows negative Kerr rotation. This results in the reduction of Kerr 

rotation, which agrees with the result that an MO layer with a thickness of 

20 nm shows a good FOM for the quadrilayered structure. 

2.1.6 Suitable optical structure for the MO disk 

The quadrilayered disk with a reflection layer showed good optical 

characteristic (Kerr rotation angle and FOM) compared with the trilayered 

disk. This is mainly due to the multiple-reflection between the MO layer and 

the reflection layer. When the reflectivity is low, an inverse Kerr rotation 

appears. This was explained by the interference between the light reflected 
at the surface of the dielectric layer and the light reflected at the MO layer. 

Study of the optical Kerr enhancement characteristics for magnetic 
bilayer film showed that the thickness of the readout layer should not be 

more than 40 nm and that the readout characteristics are improved by using 
the readout layer, especially at a high readout power. 

In addition, the dTbFeCo readout layer was studied for short-wave
length recording [2.13]. 

2 . 2 Therm al d es ign 

2.2.1 Measurement of thermal properties 

The thermal conductivity for Al-a lloy and magnetic layers was 
esti mated from the electrical conductivi ty by using Wiedemann-Franz's law 
[2. 14]. The electrical conductivity was measured by us ing four-terminal 
method. The thermal conductivity of silicon nitride was obtained by fitting 
the thermal simulation into the experimental temperature profile [2.15]. The 

thermal conductivity for glass, poly-carbonate, resin and air was obtained 
from the literature [2.16]. 

The thermal constants used for the thermal simulation are summarized 
in Table 2.3. 
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2.2.2 Thermal simulation 
Thermal simulation of the temperature distribution on the disk while 

recording and readout was done as follows. First the following three 

dimensional thermal diffusion equation was assumed: 

cp( ~) = k. V2
. r + Q , .... .. .......... ................ ........ ... ........ (2 .7) 

where, Cis the specific heat, p is the density, T is the temperature, t is 

the time, K is the thermal conductivity for each film on a disk. Q is the heat 

given from the irradiation of laser light. The values of thermal constants 

such as C, p, and K were determined experimentally and theoretically. With 

the thermal constants in Table 2.3, Eq. (2.7) was numerically calculated . 
For the calculation, layered films were divided into 2xl os elements of 0.1-

!-lm width x 0.1-!-lm length x 0.0 1-!-lm height. Temperature profiles on the 
disks were, thus, obtained by solving the three dimensional thermal 

diffusion equation using the finite difference method with a super-computer 
[2.17, 2.18]. As a result of calcu lation, the thermal distribution on the 

magnetic film was obtained as isotherms. 

Table 2.3 Thermal constants. 

material thermal density specific heat 

conductivity 

(W/K•cm) ( o/cm3) (J/K•g) 

magnetic layer 0.2 7.6 0.37 

nitride layer 0.1 3.0 0.74 

UV-resin 0.002 1.2 1.5 

Glass 0.01 2.3 0.7 

Air 0.0003 0.0013 1.0 

AJ 2.3 2.7 0.9 

Al-alloy 0.5 2.7 0.9 
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2.2.3 Model for domain formation 
Simulating the magnetic domain formation process during recording is 

more complicated than the optical and thermal simulation, mainly because 

the magnetization process is nonlinear in itself. The various domain 

formation models for numerical simulation has been reported. Tanaka [2.19] 

and Kawazoe [2.20] treated a domain formation with a small finite domain 

reversal unit. Hasegawa numerically solved Landau-Liphshitz-Gilbert's 

Equation, the equation of the motion of magnetic spin [2.21]. Mansuripur 

treated the MO film as a union of small patches [2.22, 2.23]. The patches are 

loosely coupled with the adjacent ones through the exchange-coupling force. 

The calculation is performed by a large scale parallel computer. 

In this study, the magnetic domain formation process was assumed as 

the following model. The main advantage of the model is that it is easy to 

abstract the physical essence from the result because of the simplicity. 
Figure 2.12 shows domain formation model , which was first 

introduced by Huth [2.24], and improved by Takahashi [2.25]. As the 
temperature of the media rises with a laser beam irradiation, the magnetic 

domain expands as shown in Fig. 2.12(a). The expansion is performed by 
magnetostatical forces: external magnetic field H ext and demagnetizing field 
Hct . The coercive force H e acts as a damping force of the expansion. At 

every instant of the domain expansion, the domain wall position (domain 
radius r ) is determined by the following equation: 

where, O'w, M 5 , and T are the domain wall energy, the saturation 

magnetization, and the temperature at the domain wall position , 

respectively . Eq. (2 .8) shows a equilibrium condition of the forces acting on 
the domain wall. The right side of the equation is deduced by differentiating 

the total magnetic energy. The third and the forth terms come from the wall 

energy, acting as a shrinking force. 
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Fig. 2.12 Domain formation model. 
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The demagneti zing field Hct at a point in the domain wall was calculated 

from the following equation: 

.. . (2 9) 

where, h is the thi ckness of the magneti c fi lm; Ll.x and Lly denotes the 
distances from the point in the domain wall. 

The wall energy crw(T ) at room temperature was es timated to be l 

erg/c m2 {I x I Q-3 Jfm2} . Si nce the wal l energy at the Curie temperature is 

zero, it was assumed th at the wall energy linearly decreases to zero as the 
temperature increases to the Curie temperature. 

A res ult of the numeri cal cal culation of Eq. (2.8) is shown in Fig. 2. 13, 
where the forth term of Eq. (2.8) is ignored. At a small domain radius, the 
coercivity becomes smalle r than the right side of Eq. (2.8), which is the 
expansion fo rce; therefore the domai n expands until the Eq. (2 .8) is 
ful fi lled. At a large domain radius, the coercivity becomes higher than the 
expansion force; therefore, the domain is frozen. Consequently, the domain 
expands to the max imum radius that satisfy the Eq. (2.8) throughout the 
time evolution of the temperature profile. 

If the external fi eld is strong enough in Eq. (2.8), the influence of 
demagnetizing field an d the domain wall energy is negligible; therefore the 
domain radius is determined by the equilibrium of the external fi eld and the 
coercivity. That is , the domain wall stops at the position where the external 
fi eld equals the coercivity. 

Since coercivity is a fun cti on of the temperature, the equilibrium 
co nditi on is represented by a certain temperature that is called a recording 
temperature. In the area where the temperature is hi gher than the recording 
temperature, the external field is higher than the coercivity; thereby the 

domain expands free ly. Thus, the domain expands within the area where the 
temperature is higher th an the recording temperature; consequ ently, the 

domain shape foll ows an isotherm of the maximum temperature experienced 
throughout the reco rding process. 
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Fig. 2.13 Domain formation for light 
intensity modulated recording. 

In the li gh t intensity modulation recording, which is the most popular 
recording method, the domain shape was assumed to be an iso therm of the 
maximum temperature profile th ough the domain is no t simpl y 
approximated by the circular (cylindrical ) one. 

Figure 2.14 shows the domain formation process in the magnetic field 
modulation overwriting (MMO). First, a circular domai n is fo rmed at hi gh 
temperature (heated) region as shown in Fig. 2.14(a). Second, as the laser 
spot moves to the right in the fi gure , the domain is e longated, foll owing 
trace of th e heated region as shown in Fig. 2. 14(b). Third , when th e 
extern al (modulati on) fi eld is reversed as shown in Fig. 2. 14(c), the 

direction of the magnetization in the heated area is reversed. In other word, 
reversely magnetized domain is formed in the heated region. As a res ult of 

domain reversal, a chevron- shaped domain is formed as shown in Fig. 
2 .1 4(c) . Thu s, by th e repe titi on of the magneti c fi e ld reversal o n 

information to be recorded, the information is recorded in the form of 

chevron-shaped domains as shown in Fig. 2.1 4(d) 
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It is noted th at the domain shape (heated area) is not circular in detai l, 
but follows iso therm at every instant. The detai led iso therm is oval as 
discussed in the next chapter. 

It is also noted th at the domain wall mobility is not considered in the 
mode l. The finite va lue of domain wall mobility will result in the small er 

size of th e reco rded domain because the domain will be frozen before 
reaching its maximum size. 
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Fig. 2.14 Domain formation for magnetic field modulation. 
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2.2.4 Trilayered and quadrilayered disk 

Domain shape and reco rding charac teristi cs were inves tigated for 

trilayered and qu adril ayered stru cture disks as show n in Fig. 2. 15. The 
substrate is 5.25 inches (130 mrn) in diameter and 1.2 mm in thi ckness. 

Spiral v-shaped grooves of 1.6-!J.m pitch are fo rmed on an ultraviolet light 
curing resin (UV resin) layer on a grass substrate. Figure 2. 15(a) shows a 
tri layered disk in which aluminum film is deposi ted behind the magnetic 
film. Both the tril ayered and quadri layered di sks were coated with UY resin 
to protect them from crashing agai nst the fl ying magnetic head, which is 
used for MMO. As the magnetic film, Tb27 Fe63Co 10 was used. The Curie 
temperature T c is 200 °C. The composi ti on of magnetic fi lm was 

determined by inducti vely coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy. Dynam ic 
write-read characteristics were measured using a newly developed fl ying 
head-type drive [2.26] for MMO. 
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Nitride 

Nitride 

UV resin 

Substrate 

(a) Trilayered disk 

UV resin 

Nitride 

UV resin 

Substrate 

(b) Qudrilayered disk 

agnetic 
film 

Fig. 2.15 Typical thermal structures of MO disk. 
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2.2.5 Recording characteristics 

Figure 2. 16(a) shows the dependence of the carrier-to- noise ratio 
(CNR ) on write power P w of trilayered di sk. At 1-MHz magnetic field 

modulation frequency (5 .6-!J.m domain length ), the CNR increases with 
increasing P w. On the other hand, the CNR has a peak value at 8 mW 

followed by a decrease with increasing P w at the 7.4 MHz (0.75-!J.m domain 
length) condition . The maximum CNR is only 45 dB, which is not suffi cient 
for actual high-density devices. 

Figure 2. 16(b) shows the dependence of CNR on P w for quadrilayered 

disk. A little dependence of CNR on Pw was observed above 7 mW when 
0.75-!J.m domains were recorded. The maximum CNR of 48 dB is obtained, 
which is 3 dB higher than that for trilayered disk. 

To make clear the cause of difference in th e CNR character, we 
observed recorded domains on the trilayered and the quadrilayered disk. 
Here, for clear observati on , domains were recorded on the non grooved flat 
area of the disk instead of on the grooved area, and from the air side . The 
magnification of the microscope was 80x2x 10. As shown in Fig. 2.17, each 
domain has a ·'tail" at its edge, which is formed at the cooling edge of a 
continuously irradiated laser spot. The recorded domains are separated 
clearly from each other when the domain is long enough (2.3 !J.m). 
However, overl apping of domains was observed at a hi gher-density 
recording condition (the domain length 0.75 !J.m) on tri layered disk. This 
overlapping seems to cause a decrease in CNR as shown in Fig . 2.16(a). 

As mentioned above, the domain shape is influenced by the thermal 
distr ibuti on on the mag netic fi lm. To understand the situation more 
precisely, both the shapes of recorded domains and readout characteristics 
were simulated. The simulation was done by us ing the method described in 
§2.2.2. and §2.2.3. 
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2.2.6 Thermal analysis through simulation 
Figure 2.18 shows the simulated isotherms and domain shapes on the 

magnetic film for (a) trilayered disk, (b) quadrilayered disk, and (c) 

trilayered disk of the same film thickness configuration as (b) but with no 

aluminum metal layer. The laser beam runs on the disk from right to left. 

Recorded domain on a trilayered disk (a) has the relatively long tails , 

which reflects the elliptical isotherm on magnetic film. Recorded domains 

on the quadrilayered structure disk have relatively short tails compared with 

those on a trilayered disk. This is because the isotherm on the magnetic film 

is more circular. Moreover, it is proved the al uminum layer acts as a heat 

sink layer and improves the heat flow so as to reduce the tail length because 
the recorded domain on disk (c) has longer tail than disk (a) 

The difference in the shape of the isotherms is explained as follows. 

Figure 2.19(a) shows schematic diffusion of the heat given from the laser 
beam. In the trilayered disk, heat flows mainly in the magnetic film (in

plain direction) because the thermal conductivity of the magnetic film is 
higher than that of the nitride (SiNx) . Therefore, heat tends to be stored in 

the magnetic film decreases slowly after irradiation of the laser beam, which 
causes the elliptical isotherm on the magnetic film as shown in Fig. 2.18(a). 
In quadrilayered disk, a circular isotherm is obtained because the heat flows 
quickly outward from the magnetic layer to cover layers. This situation is 
realized by adding a heat-sink layer behind the magnetic film. In this case 

the magnetic layer must be thinner than that on a trilayered disk in order to 

improve writing sensitivity. Furthermore, a nitride film placed between the 

magnetic film and the metal film (heat sink) can control the heat flow from 

the magnetic layer to the heat-sink layer. 
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Fig. 2.19 Heat diffusion for trilayered and quadrilayered disk. 

2.2.7 Domain shape and readout characteristics 
Figure 2.20 shows the laser power dependence of the recorded domain 

shape obtained from the simulation on the trilayered and the quadrilayered 
disk. In the case of trilayered disk, the domain shape changes with 
increasing laser power. Both the width and the length of the domain increase 
with increasing power. The tail of a domain recorded at about 8- or 10-mW 
power extends to neighboring domain , resulting in overlapped domains . 
Therefore, a circular laser spot can no longer resolve each domain clearly. 
In the case of quadrilayered disk, tails of a recorded domain are short even 
at high power and there is little overlapping of recorded domains. 
Therefore a circu lar laser beam can resolve each domain clearly. 

To evaluate the effect of domain overlapping, readout characteristics 
were simulated assuming Gaussian distribution pattern of laser beam 
intensity. Here, the wavelength of the laser beam is 830 nm and the 
numerical aperture of the objective lens is 0.6. In the case of tri layered disk 
(Fig. 2.21 (a)), CNR increases with P w in the case of long domain length 

(low frequency recording). However, CNR shows decrease with increasing 
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Pw above 8 mW for high-density (0.75-!.J.m domain length) recording. In 

the case of quadrilayered disk (Fig. 2.21 (b)), CNR keeps increasing with 
increasing Pw above 8 mW even for recording of short-length domains. 

These characteristics of the readout simulation coincide with the 
experimental results shown in Fig. 2. 16. 
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Fig. 2.20 Simulated domains on (a) tirlayered disk, 
and (b) quadrilayered disk. 
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2.2.8 Comparison with light intensity modulation 
As mentioned in the previous section, short-tail domains from MMO 

were observed at both low-(2.5 MHz) and high-(7.4 MHz) frequency 
recording conditions as shown in Fig. 2.17(b). Here, domain width does not 
decrease even with decreasing domain length. Also, a domain edge is not 
influenced by the preceding domain even in high-density recording, because 
the thermal profile is the same for any recording length. Therefore, MMO 
is favorable for mark edge recording that can realize higher density than 

mark position recording. 
On the other hand, domains recorded by light intensity modulated 

recording (LIM), which is conventional recording without overwriting, are 
oval as shown in Fig. 2.22 are oval. This shows the influence of backward 
heat flow even in a quadrilayered disk. Moreover, contact of domains was 
observed as high frequency (domain length : 0.75 J.lm)_ The high laser 
power was necessary to obtain enough domain width. 

The CNR characteristics for MMO and LIM method on a quadrilayered 
disk at 7.4 MHz (0.75-J.lm domain length) are compared in Fig. 2.23. With 
increasing write power Pw, the CNR of MMO remains constant above 7 
mW as mentioned in the previous section, while the CNR of LIM decreases 
after the peak value at 6 mW_ This decrease of the CNR is caused by contact 
of domains as shown in Fig. 2.22. Therefore, the allowable power margin 
for LIM is narrower than that for MMO. 

Figure 2.24 shows the time variation of the maximum temperature of 
the mediu m with the pulsed laser irradiation. The quadrilayered disk shows 
a more rapid thermal response than the tri layered disk. This is due to the 
small heat capacity of thin MO-layer and the quick heat flow in the heat-sink 
layer. Because of quick thermal response a clear shape of domain is 
expected although the domain by LIM in the previous section is 
unacceptable. This is proved by Maeda et a]_ by a precise domain technique 

with mu ltiple laser pulse [2.27]. 
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Domain length 

Linear velocity : 11 .3 m/s 
Magnetic field : + 300 Oe 
Write power Pw : 12 mW 

Fig. 2.22 Domains recorded with LIM on quadrilayered disk. 
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Fig. 2.23 CNR for LIM on quadrilayered disk. 
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Fig. 2.24 Thermal responses for trilayered and quadrilayered disks. 
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2.2.9 Suitable thermal structure for MO disk 
Evaluation of the domain shape and of the write/read characteri stics for 

a tri layered disk showed that the tails of recorded domai ns reduce the CNR 
under high-power recording conditi ons when the do mai n length is short. 
Good write/read characteri stics were achieved using a quadril ayered di sk 
that has aluminum film to provide qui ck heat fl ow out of the magneti c film. 
Experiment showed that reco rded domains on a quadril ayered di sk have 
shorter tails than those on a trilayered disk. The CNR of the qu adrilayered 
di sk was about 50 dB at a recording frequency of 7.4 MHz (0 .75-~m 

domain length) and at a linear velocity of 11 .3 m/s. 
Compared with LIM, the MMO method is more suitable for high

density mark-edge recording , since the thermal profile is the same at any 
recordin g frequency. 

Furthermore, the quadrilayered di sk showed a quick thermal response, 
which is desirable for magneti c-field modul ati on with pulsed- laser 
irradiati on [2.28] , as discussed in §4.2. 

2.3 Conclusion 
The optical properties of Kerr rotation and refl ectivity were stu died 

through optical simulation and experiment. Suitable optical stru ctures for 
MO media are a quadrilayered structure with an aluminum refl ecti ve layer, 
and a magnetic bilayer with a readout magneti c layer. In the quadril ayered 
disk, the figure of merit and refl ectivity are independently contro ll ed. 
Furthermore, the Kerr e llipti city, whi ch degrades th e SNR, ca n be 
completely eliminated. The magnetic bilayer is useful because it can use a 
magnetically soft readout layer, which has good MO characteristics. 

The thermal properties of MO di sks were studi ed by analyzing th e 
rel ationship between the recording characteri sti cs and the thermal structure 
of the media for magnetic-fi eld modul ati on overwriting (MMO). A suitable 
thermal structure for the MO media is the quadrilayered structure with a 
thermal-diffusive metal layer. The quadrilayered di sk redu ces the length of 
the "tail" in the domain recorded by MMO, eliminating th e overlap between 
domains and increasing the signal intensity and quality. 
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Fortunately, the qu adril ayered stru cture has both good optical and 
thermal properties . To maintain consistency between the optical properties 
and the therm al properties, the optical properties should be controll ed by 
changing the thicknesses of the two dielectr ic layers and of the MO-film, 
and the thermal properties should be controlled by changing the thermal 
conductivity of the heat-sink (metal) layer. Changing the composition of the 
metal fi lm greatly affects the thermal conductivity. 
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3 Magnetic Multilayer for Overwriting 

Magneto-optical multilayers have been investigated for overwriting, 
magnetic super-resolution, and so on. In these media, the exchange-coupling 

force between layers plays a very important role and has been studied from 
various point of view [3 .1], [3.2], [3.3]. Therefore, as mentioned above, 
analyzing the mechanism of domain formation is needed to obtain a 

functional medium with magnetic multilayers. In this chapter, the properties 
of magnetic multilayers for light-intensity modulation overwriting [3.4] 
(LMO) are studied. 

To achieve practical LMO, many problems must be solved. Some of 
these problems, such as the power margin (§3.1) and the thermal crosstalk 
(§3.2), are based on the fact that LMO needs three levels of laser power: 
recording power, erasing power, and readout power. Others, such as the 
initialization noise (§3 .3) and the degradation after overwrite repetition 
(§3.4) , originate from the exchange-coupling force between the magnetic 
layers. 

3.1 Overwriting and readout power margin 

3.1.1 Readout stabilization by using magnetic transfer 
In LMO, two levels of laser power is required for overwriting, which 

makes it difficult to control the laser power levels. Therefore, it is 
necessary to obtain a wide power margin for two levels of recording power 
and readout power.[3.5] 

In this section, an application of domain transfer (magnetic printing) is 
studied to obtain a good overwrite power margin . This is performed by 

improving the readout stability or by preventing the erase process. 
As shown in § 1.2.3, depending on the power level (PH and PL), the 

direction of the magnetization in the heated area is controlled under a 
constant bias field H bias· In other words, PH forms the recorded domains 
and PL erases the domains. Therefore, overwriting is performed by 

modulating the laser power between PH and PL. 
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In order to obtain a sufficient overwriting power margin , TL must be 

set low as shown in Fig. 3.1. However, if PL is set low, a high read power 

induces L-process and destroys the recorded domains. This information 

damage is a major problem for obtaining a good overwriting margin. 
Therefore, the following method for improving the read power margin 

witho ut any information damage was proposed. A large read power margin 
is achieved by applying a transfer magnetic field H tr before readout. The 

principle is explained as follows. 

PL. margin for this method ... ... 

....___._. 
read power margin for 
conventional method 

PL. margin for 
conventional method .... .... 

Recording Power 

read power margin for this method 

Fig. 3.1 Extension ofread power margin. 
(Stabilization against readout laser) 
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Figure 3.2(a) shows the magnetization state after overwriting. The two 

magnetic layers are magnetized in the same direction both inside and outside 
of the recorded domains. This magnetization state is stable because no 

interface wall exists between the two layers. 
Figure 3.2(b) shows the magnetization state after the initialization. The 

initialization produces the interface domain walls between the memory layer 
(M-layer) and the writing layer (W-Iayer). This domain wall energy 

induces the L-process during overwriting . In other words, no information 
damage occurs in the absence of domain walls. Therefore, returning the 
magnetization state from Fig. 3.2(b) to Fig. 3.2(c) is a key to avoiding the 
information damage. 

By applying H tr before readout as shown in Figure 3.2(c), the 

magnetization state is returned from that in Fig. 3.2(b) to that in Fig. 
3.2(a). This is performed by using the magnetic transfer process. In Fig. 
3.2(b), the effective coercivity of theW-layer inside the recorded domain is 
lower than that outside of the domain due to the interface domain wal l. 
Therefore, the magnetization of theW-layer inside the domain is reversed 
by H tr, whose direction is the opposite to that of Hini · Thus , the 

magnetization state is returned to the stable state in Fig. 3.2(a). In other 
words, the domains on the M-layer are transferred onto the W-layer. 

Consequently, if Htr is applied, L-process is eliminated and information 
damage is suppressed during readout process. If H tr is switched off, the 

information can be overwritten through L- and H-processes. 

3.1.2 Experiment 
Figure 3.3 shows an experimental set up for magnetic transfer. For 

recording, an initializing magnet and a bias magnet were used to app ly H ini 

and Hbias to the medium, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). During or 

before readout, a transfer magnet set between the initializing magnet and 
the bias magnet applies Htr to the media. The field intensity of Hini and 
Hbias are 400 kA/m and 40 kA/m, respectively. The intensity of Htr was 
varied from 160 kA/m to 320 kA/m. In the actual drive Htr is applied by the 

bias magnet because the field must be switched for recording and reading. 
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Low He 
(unstable) 

High He 
(stable) 

vsias field Hoias 

W-layer 

M-layer 

(a) after recording 

Interface wall 
(b) after initialization 

transferred domaz uansfer field Htc 

t _ •.. A~ t 
...... ~~~: 

(c) after magnetic transfer 

Fig. 3.2 Magnetic domain transfer process. 
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Initializing field 
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medium 

(a) recording 
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+ 

Laser 

Hini Transfer field 
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Htr ( 160-320 kA/m) 

Ho 

t&j ~ 
+ t + 

(b) reading-out 

Fig. 3.3 Experimental set up. 
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The wavelength and the numeri cal aperture of the optical head were 
830 nm and 0.55, respectively . The linear velocity was set at 4.2 m/s. 

The structure of the medium is shown in Fig. 3.4(a). As shown in Fig. 
3.4(b) the M-layer and theW-layer are TM-dorninant and RE-dorninant, 

respectively. These layers were prepared by rf-magnetron sp uttering of 
composite targets. 

The disk substrate is glass/2p (photo polymerization) replica with 1.6-
f..Lm-pitch spiral grooves. 

For domain observation, a polarized micro scope with an oil
immersion-type objective lens (x i 00, NA 1.1) was used. In order to avoid 
optical disturbance from grooves, the domains are observed on a mirror 
area without groove. 

3.1.3 Magnetic characteristics and duplication process 
Figure 3.5(a) shows the Kerr hysteresis loop of the medium at room 

temperature. Small minor loops and magnetic states of the medium are also 
shown. 

After the information is recorded, the magnetic moments of the two 
layers undergo exchange-coupling each other. Since the layers are 
ferrimagnetic, the exchange-coupling is performed in such a way that the 
TM moments of the two layers are aligned in the same direction. As a result 
the magnetizations of the M-layer and theW-layer align in the anti-parallel 
direction. In Fig. 3.5, the directions of the TM moment and the total 
magnetization are shown as the solid arrows and the transparent arrows, 
respectively. The magnetization state after recording is shown as B or D in 
Fig 3.5. State B differs from state D in the magnetization direction of the 
M-layer, due to the difference in the recorded information. 

When an upward magnetic field of 300 kA/m to I 000 kA/m is applied 
on the medium in state B or D, the magnetization of the W -layer in state B 
reverses but that in state D does not. That is , state B changes to state A 
while state D remains in the same state. Therefore, Hini of 300 kA/m to 

1000 kA/m can initialize the magnetization of theW-layer. 
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protective layer : 70nm 

~~~"i~ W-layer (TbDyFeCo) : 150nm 
~~~~~~ M-layer (TbFeCo) : 40nm 

:±: 

dielectic layer : 85nm 

glass/2p substrate 

(a) structure of the medium 

W-layer 

(b) temperature dependance of 
the coercive forces 

Fig. 3.4 Configurations of the medium. 
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Fig. 3.5 Characteristics of magnetic transfer medium. 
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If a magnetic field over 1000 kA/m is applied, the magnetization of the 

M-layer in the state D reverses. This lead to information damage by the 
magnetic field. Therefore, H ini must be less than I 000 kA/m in this 

medium. 

Magnetic transfer from the M-layer to the W-layer can be performed 

by following procedure. When a downward magnetic field of 100 kA/m to 

300 kA/m is applied to the initialized medium in state A or D, the medium 

in state A returns to state B and the medium in state D remains in the same 
state. Therefore, Htr of 100 kA/m to 300 kA/m can duplicate (transfer) the 

information in the M-layer to the W-layer without disturbing recorded 

information in theM-layer. 

3.1. 4 Observation of duplicated domains 
Figure 3.6(a) shows the recorded domains on the W-layer, which is 

observed by polarized microscope. The domains were recorded under Hbias 

of 3.2 kA/m with a laser power of 12.7 mW at a linear velocity of 11.3 rn!s. 
The recording frequencies were 7 .5 MHz and 2 MHz, which corresponded 

to the domain lengths of 0.75 fl.m and 2.8 fl.m, respectively. 
Figure 3.6(b) shows the initialized state of theW-layer. H ini puts the 

magnetization of the W-layer in the same direction of H ini and erases the 

domains on the W-layer. Since this magnetization state is same as the state 

shown in Fig. 3.2(b), the disk is overwritable by irradiating the modulated 

laser beam. 
Figure 3.6(c) shows the duplicated domains on theW-layer after H u of 

240 kA/m was applied to the disk in the state shown in Fig . 3.5(b). The 

erased domains reappear on theW-layer. 

3.1. 5 Stabilization of domains in readout 
Figure 3.7 shows the readout carrier (C) and noise (N) levels after 

various DC laser powers were irradiated. The dark gray line, the black 
solid line and the dotted line indicate the readout intensities with Hini , with 

both Hini and H rr of 240 kA/m, and without H ini, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.6 Duplicated domains. 
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Fig. 3.7 Improved stability against high readout 
power by magnetic transfer. 

With Bini (dark gray lines), which is the normal overwriting conditi on, 

a DC irradiated light of 2.5 mW degrades C level. Therefore the read 
power must be set below 2.5 mW in order to avoid information damage. 

With both Bini and Brr (black solid lines), a DC irradiated light of less 

than 4 mW causes no decrease in the C level. Therefore , a read power 

above 2.5 mW is allowed. This shows extension of information stability 

against high DC power irradiation. 
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Ass umin g that the domain transfer was perfect , th e readout 
characteristics with H rr must coincide with that wi thout initializing field 

(dotted line). However, thi s is not the case. Furthermore, the N level at a 

DC power of 2 to 4 mW slightly increased. Therefore, the domain transfer 
is not perfect in thi s case. 

3. 1. 6 Magnetic field dependence of printed domains 
To study the incompleteness of the domain transfer, the domain shapes 

on theW-layer were observed after a H rr of 160 kA/m to 320 kA/m was 

applied. The resu lts are shown in Fig . 3.8. The left photographs and the 
right photographs are the domains recorded at frequencies of 2 MHz and 
7.5 MHz, respecti vely. It was confirmed that the domain shapes on theM
layer showed no change under the transfer field. 

When Brr is 160 kA/m, some domains recorded at 7.5 MHz are not 
transferred. This is because B tr is too small to transfer the domains 

completel y. Although some domains are not transferred, the other domains 
are completely transferred without irregular shape. Large domains are also 
completely transferred. 

When Brr is 240 kA/m, the domains are copied almost uniformly. Hrr is 

the same as that of the readout experiment discussed in §3.1.5. Therefore, 
the result is inconsistent with the noise increase and the incomplete transfer 
in the previous section. This problem is discussed in the next section. 

When Hrr is 320 kA/m, the domains expand into the entire W-layer. 
This is because Brr is so large that the initializing process occurs. 

3. 1. 7 Nucleation model 

Figure 3.9 shows a model of the domain nucleation. Assuming that 
domain transfer always occurs from a nucleation point and the nucleation 
points are scattered almost uniformly, large domains have many nucleation 
points but small ones have few. Therefore, some small domains are not 
duplicated. Since this is a statistical problem, some large domains are not 

duplicated either. Furthermore some domains are not transferred even at 

Htr of 240 kA/m-
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Fig. 3.8 Domains duplicated with various Htr. 
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transferred domains 
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Y 
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. 
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nucleation 
points 

mistransferred 
domains 

Fig. 3.9 Model on the incomplete transfer. 

Thi s dedu cti on from the model i s co nsistent with the readout 

experiment . According to the model , the incomplete domain transfer is 
avoidable because thi s is the statistical problem. The higher the H rr, the 

more the number of nuc leati on points. Therefore , obtaining a wider 
mag neti c fi e ld margin an d appl ying an adequ ate H tr can redu ce the 

incomplete transfer. 
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3. 1.8 Summary 
The domain transfer phenomenon was applied to LMO to obtai n a 

good power margin . By applying a suitable magnetic field to the multilayer, 
recorded domains on the M-layer were transferred onto the W-layer. The 
application of domain transfer before readout improved the readout power 
margin. However, an increase in noise was observed after irradi ation of 
high read power. The reason for the noise increase was incomplete domain 
transfer. The incompleteness was successfull y explained by introducing a 
domain nucleation model. 

3. 2 Thermal cross-ta lk 

3.2. 1 Thermal cross-talk 
In LMO, the erasing temperature Te, at which the eras ing process 

occurs, is lower than the writing temperarure T w , at whi ch the writing 

process occurs. Here, as shown in Fig. 3.1 0, the data on the adj acent track 
might accidentally be erased when information is recorded at a high track 
density [3. 6] . We call this thermal cross talk (TCT). Since the recording 
temperature in magneto-optical recording is not as high as that in phase
change recording, the TCT in magneto-optical recording is more strongly 
affec ted by the change in the ambient temperature, whi ch make it harder to 
control. 

3.2 .2 Thermal structure of recording medium 
Figure 3.11 shows three typical disks with different thermal structures . 

On glass -2/p (photo-polymerizati on) subs trates , exchange co upl ed 
multilayers (memory and writing layer) are depos ited between SiN films (a 
protective layer and a dielectri c layer). Here, the memory and the writing 
layers are made of ThFeCo and TbDyFeCo, res pectively. An interface 
nitride layer is inserted between the memory and the writing layers in order 
to control exchange-coupling force [3.7]. To study the relationship between 
thermal structure of the disks and TCT, three typical disks were evaluated. 
Disk A, Disk B and Disk Care of normal, UV-resin coated and metal layer 

coated structures, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.10 Temerature profile while recording 
and Thermal Cross-Talk (TCT). 
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Fig. 3.11 Disk structures ; Disk A: normal, DiskB: UV-resin 
coated, Disk C: UV -resin coated with metal layer. 
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Figure 3.12 shows typical overwrite characteristics on the disks in Fig. 
3.11. First, the relationship between recording laser power and output MO
signal voltage was measured. The laser power was not modu lated so that 
stripe shaped domain should be formed on the disks. Next, erasing laser 
beam was irradiated on the stripe domains recorded with 0.6 11m-width and 
the relationship between laser power and MO-signal voltage was measured . 
These are the severest conditions for overwriting in pit-edge recording 
method. Relative erase power margins (Pws-Pec)/(Pws+Pec) for these disks 

are almost the same (-28%) because three disks have the same magneto
optical multilayers with the same erasing and writing temperatures. 

TCT was evaluated as shown in Fig . 3.13(a). First, domains with 

600 
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> 400 
E 
Q) 
CJ) 

300 .!9 
0 
> 
cti 200 c 
CJ) 

·u; 
6 
2 

100 

0 
0 8 10 

Pee Pws 
Laser power (mW) 

Fig. 3.12 Overwrite characteristics. 
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different widths were recorded on a track. Here, we call these domains pre
recorded domains. Next, the DC(non-modulated) laser light was irradiated 
on the adjacent track. Then, the minimum laser power Pat which a part of 
the pre-recorded domains on the adjacent track can be erased was measured. 
In other words, Pis also the maximum laser power without TCT. 

The results are shown in Fig. 3.13(b). The horizontal axis is the 
distance of thermal interference, which is defined to be the distance between 
the domain wall of the pre-recorded domains and the center of the track 
where the DC laser light is irradiated. Here, the power P is normalized with 
the power Pee at which the domains on 0.6!J-m-width on its own track can 

be erased completely. The power is normalized in order to compensate for 
the difference in sensitivity among the disks. Since P is the maximum laser 
power without TCT and Pee is the minimum erasing power without erase 

residue, the writing and erasing power level should be set between P and 
Pee . Therefore, the ratio P!Pec should be large in order to ensure a good 

power margin. The smallest track pitch without TCT can be evaluated from 
the case when P equals the power for recording a 0.6-!J-m-width domain, 
which we call Pwc. 

For example, in the Disk A, PwdPec is 2.2. Therefore, the distance of 

the thermal interference is 0.82 11m and track pitch must be wider than 1.12 
!J-m to avoid TCT. As shown later, the change in ambient temperature and 
off track make this track pitch even larger. 

As shown in Fig. 3 .13(b ), the curve for Disk B has the steepest slope 
and the smallest distance of thermal interference at the same value of 
PwdPec· Disk C has the smallest slope and the largest distance of thermal 

interference. This means that TCT is very strong on the thermally diffusive 
structure with metal layer. Therefore, on disk C, PwdPec cannot be made 

large and, consequently, the erasing power margin cannot be expanded. 
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Fig. 3.13 Thermal interference on various disk structures. 
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These results can be explained from the beat flow in the disks as shown 
in Fig. 3.14. In disk A, the beat flows horizontally within the magnetic 
layer which has the highest thermal conductivity in this structure. 
Therefore, the temperature rises much on the adjacent track. On the other 
band, Disk B has UV resin on the top which has higher thermal conductivity 
than the air. Hence, in disk B, the heat can flow up into the UV resin, and 
heat flow within the magnetic layer is relatively small. Disk C has metal 
layer with very high thermal conductivity. Thus the heat flow within the 
metal layer is dominant. 

We may conclude that, a structure which has thick layer with a right 
level of thermal conductivity on the top is the most effective in reducing 
TCT 

UV-resin 

metal 

Glass/2p Glass/2p Glass/2p 

Disk A Disk B DiskC 

Fig. 3.14 Thermal flow on various disk structures. 
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3.2.3 Control of recording pulse shape 
As mentioned above , it is necessary to reduce the temperature rise on 

the adjacent track while recording. This means the temperature profile must 
be changed. It had been shown that the pulse train write compensation 
method is effective in reducing thermal interaction and intersymbol 
interference in the mark length recording method [3.8]. Pulse shape contro l 
like this method seems to be also effective in reducing TCT. Here, the effect 
of the pulse shape control was studied. 

Figure 3. 15 shows two pulse shapes , (a) rectangular and (b) comb
shaped pulses. In the comb-shaped pulses, the width of each pulse 
corresponds to a shift of 0.2 J..lm in the optical spot position on the disk, 
which is short enough to ensure a continuous written domains . 
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Fig. 3.15 Pulse shape controle. 
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Figure 3. 16 shows the reduction mechanism of TCT using comb
shaped pulses. When the domains are recorded on the track A using comb
shaped light pulses, the average power required in recording a domain with 
a certain width (-0.6 J..lm) becomes smaller than when rectangular pulse is 
used because the temperature at the domain edge (area D) can be raised 
before the heat diffuses away. Therefore, only the peak power of the light 
defines the domain size. On the other hand, the temperature rise on the 
adjacent track B (area C) depends on the accumulation of heat which has 
flowed within the magnetic layer. Therefore, the temperature rise on the 
adjacent track B (area C) does not respond to peak power but rather 
average power of comb-shaped pulses. Consequently, comb-shaped pulses 
are expected to reduce the thermal diffusion and TCT. 

A B 

Fig. 3.16 Reduction of the mal 
cross-talk by comb-shaped pulse 
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Figure 3.17 shows the relationship between the recording width and 
the distance of thermal interference when conventional DC light and comb
shaped pulse light were irradiated on disk B. The distances of thermal 
interference are measured by the same method as in Fig. 3.12(a). Smaller 
erasing width was obtained by using comb-shaped pulses , which means that 
this pulse shape is effective in reducing TCT. When the recording width is 
0.6 f.J.m, the distance of thermal interference can be reduced from 0.82 f.J.m 
to 0.75 f.J.m using comb-shaped pulses. Consequently, the track pitch can be 
reduced down to 0.95 f.J.m. 
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3.2.4 Ambient temperature and off track 

To prove the feasibility of high track density recording, the effect of 
the ambient temperature and the off track on to erasing width should be 
evaluated. 

Figure 3.18 shows bow the rise in the ambient temperature Ta makes 

the erasing width larger. Figure 3.18 shows the temperature profiles for (a) 
high ambient temperature and (b) low amb ient temperature. Here, the 
writing temperature T w and the erasing temperature T e are fixed because 

the temperature dependence of the magnetic characteristics does not change. 
The power Pee and Pwc are adjusted to be proportional to temperature rise 
Te-Ta and Tw-Ta, respectively. Therefore the ratio (Tw-Ta)I(Te-Ta) and 
PwdPec is made larger when the ambient temperature Ta is high. 

If T w and Te are 245°C and l25°C, respectively and Ta changes from 
25°C to 50°C, the ratio (Tw-Ta)I(Te -Ta) increases from 2.2 to 2.6. In 
other words, PwdPec increases from 2.2 to 2.6. Then, as shown in Fig . 

3.12(b), the distance of thermal interference increases to 1.0 f.J.m in the case 
of disk B. Therefore, the rise in the ambient temperature Ta by 25°C makes 

the distance of thermal interference larger by 0.18 f.lm. 
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(a) High temperature(50°C) (b) Low temperature(0°C) 

Fig. 3.18 Ambient temperature Ta and erasing width. 
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The effect of the off track is evaluated as follows. In Fig. 3.16, if the 
light spot shifts to the right on the track B at which the pre-recorded 
domain is formed and the light spot shifts to the left on the track A, the 
effective track pitch will be reduced by twice the distance of the track 
offset. Therefore, track pitch must be designed to be larger by that amount. 
For example, when the off track is 0.1 IJ.m , the track pitch shou ld be 
designed 0.2 IJ.m larger for that. 

From the analysis discussed above, the minimum track pitch without 
TCT is found to be 1.33 IJ.m, which is 0.95 IJ.m for the nominal condition 
plus 0.18 IJ.m and 0.2 IJ.m for the consideration of the ambient temperature 
change and the off track, respectively. This result proves the possibility of 
recording 1 GB information on each side of an 130-mm disk with 1.35 IJ.m 
track pitch. 

3.2.5 Summary 
Thermal crosstalk (TCT) of LMO, which is erasure of the domains 

recorded on the adjacent track, was analyzed. The comb-shaped laser pulses 
and use of the disk with a thick layer having moderate thermal conductivity 
on the top , were found to be quite effective in reducing the TCT. If the 
ambient temperature rise and track offset are taken in to account, 1.35 IJ.m 
track pitch is the minimum. This proves the possibility of recording 1GB 
information on each side of a 130-mm disk. 

3 .3 Improvement of signal to noise ratio 

3.3.1 Noise increase after initialization 
In LMO method, large (200-500 kA/m) magnetic field H ini is applied 

to align the magnetization of W-layer in one direction before the writing 
process. Therefore, H ini may affects domains recorded in M- layer [3.9] . In 

the following sections, the stability of the domains during the initializing 
process is analyzed. 
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Figure 3.19 shows the disk structure. On the glass/2p (photo
polymerization) substrate, M- and W-layer are sandwiched between 
protective layer and dielectric layer. Here, M- and W-layer are made of Tb
Fe-Co and Tb-Dy-Fe-Co, respectively. An interface nitride layer is inserted 
between M- and W-layer to control exchange-coupling force [3.7]. The 
write-read characteristics with and without initializing process was 
evaluated on this disk. 

Figure 3.20 shows relationship between reproduced signal intensity and 
recording laser power. In Fig. 3.20, laser power was modulated between 
read and write power level. Recording signal frequency , duty, linear 
velocity and initializing field Hini were 1 MHz, 50 %, 8.5 m/s and 480 kA/m 

{ 6 kOe} respectively. The solid line (a) shows the signal intensity 
reproduced with initializing field Hini (after initialization), and the dotted 

line (b) the signal intensity without initializing field Hini (before 
initialization). Noise level after initialization is 5-8 dB higher than that 
before . The readout power was chosen low enough not to erase the 
recorded domains. Therefore, the noise increase /J.N indicates that recorded 
domains are affected by Hini in the initializing process. 

protective layer 

W-layer(Tb-Dy-Fe-Co) 
M-layer(Tb-Fe-Co) 

dielectric layer 
glass/2p sub. 

Fig. 3.19 Disk structure. 
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3.3.2 Analysis of domain stability 
To improve the stability of recorded domains against H ini, the 

magnetic properties of memory layer are evaluated. First, effective external 
field H erfM, which is effectively applied to M-layer when the initializing 
field +Hini or -Hini is applied to the magnetic films , is considered. HerfM is 
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described as follows when the demagnetizing field on the domain wall is 
negligibly small. 

........... .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .......... . . .. ..... (3 .1) 

where, H ext and HexcM are external and exchange fields acting on M-layer, 
respectively. The sign of H erfM is defined as positive if H errM tends to 

reverse the direction of magnetization of M-layer, and is defined as negative 
if H erfM tends to keep the direction of magnetization of M-layer. Sign (+) 
of H ex eM term depends on the direction of magnetization of RE-dominant 
W-layer. The variation of HerrM against Hext is shown in Fig. 3.21. Figure 

3.2l(a) and(b) show the case of RE-dominant M-layer and TM-dominant M
layer, respectively. 

In the case of RE-dominant M-layer in Fig. 3.21 (a), a large H ext is 

applied enough to align the magnetization of M-layer in downward 
direction as shown in the figure (point A) . Next, Hext is removed (point B). 
Then, H exc acts in (-) direction because TM-moment of each layer stays in 
the same direction and this state is very stable. When Hext becomes equal to 
the effective coercivity of W-layer (HcW+HexcW), the magnetic state 

changes from C to D since W-layer has smaller coercivity than M-layer. 
Consequently, direction of H excM changes to positive and HeffM increase by 
2H excM As shown in Fig. 3.2l(a), when H ext is equal to H ini (point E), 
HerfM has the following maximum value. 

H erfM = H ini + H excM .................... .... ......... ... .... .... .. ....... ... .. (3.2) 

Since domain wall coercivity of M-layer HwM needs to be larger than 
the maximum H erfM, the stability condition for domains recorded on M

layer is the following. 

H wM > Hini +Hex eM ......................... ............ ... .. .. ................ (3.3) 
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Fig. 3.21 Effective field applied on M-layer. 
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In the case of TM-dorninant memory layer as show n in Fig. 3.21 (b), a 
large H ext is applied enough to align the magneti za ti on of M-layer in 

downward direction (point P). Next, H ext is removed (point Q). Then, H exe 

ac ts in ( +) direction because TM-moment of each layer stays in the opposite 
directi on and thi s state is unstable. When H ext becomes equal to the 
effective coercivity of W-layer (H eW -H exc W), the magnetic state changes 

fr om R to S since W-l ayer has small er coercivity th an M-layer. 
Consequently, direction of H excM changes to negative and H errM decreases 
by 2H ex eM Since H effM at point R is usuall y greater than th at at point T, 
H cffM reaches the maxi mum value as follows when H ext is equal to the 

effecti ve coerciviry of W-layer (at point R). 

H erfM = H eW- H excW + H excM .. .. .. ... .... ... ... ... .... .. .. ... ..... ....... .. (3.4) 

Therefore, in this case, the condition of the stability becomes 

H wM > H eW- H exc W + HexeM .......... . ................... . .............. (3.5) 

In some case with TM-dorninant M-layer, H effw reaches the maximum 
value when H ext is equal to H ;ru. (point T). This situation can occur when 

the exchange force is somewhat smaller. In this case, the stability condition 
becomes as follows. 

H~ > H ini - H excM .. ... ...... ..... .. .. .... ... . ........ .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. ..... (3 6) 

Since H ;n;=480 kA/m {6 kOe} and H cW- H excW = 80 kA/m{ I kOe } in 

our case, stabi lity conditions (3.3), (3.5) and (3 .6) become as follows. 

H wM- H excM >480 kA/m {6 kOe} (RE-dorninant) .... .... .. ..... (3.7) 

H wM- H excM >80 kA/m { 1 kOe} ... ....................... .. .... ..... .... (3 .8) 

H wM + H excM >480 kA/m {6 kOe} (TM-dominant) ..... ..... .... (3.9) 
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These conditions indicate that TM-dominant M-layer is more suitab le 
than RE-dominant M-layer in terms of domain stability. 

3.3.3 Result and discussion 
Figure 3.22 shows the relationship between noise increase !JN after 

initialization and H wM-H excM in the various disks of different exchange 

field and coercivity. Here, the compositions of M- and W-layer were varied 
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Fig. 3.22 Relationship between domain wall coercivity 
of memory layer and noise increase after initialization. 
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in order to change the coercivity. The exchange field was changed by 
varying the thicknesses of M-layer (20-40 nm), W-layer (80-200 nm) and 
interface nitride layer (0-2 nm), respective ly. 

In the case of RE-dominant M-layer, H wM-H excM is directly measured 

from the virgin curve of the M-layer as shown in Fig. 3.23(a). But in the 
case of TM-dominant M-layer, only H wM+H excM can be measured from the 
virgin curve as shown in Fig. 3.23(b). Therefore, H excM is derived using 

relationship as follows [3 .I 0]. 

H excM = H excW•MsW•hWf(MsM•hM) ................................... (3.10) 

where, M sM, M s W, h M and h W are magnetization of the M-layer, 

magnetization of W-layer, thicknesses of M-layer and W-layer, respectively. 
M 5M•hW and M 5W •hw were measured with a magnetometer. 

In Fig. 3.22, !JN increases at around 80 kA/m {I kOe} (TM
dominant) and 480 kA/m { 6 kOe} (RE-dominant) of H wM-H ex eM, which 

corresponds to the conditions (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. In the case of 
TM-dominant M-layer, H wM+ H excM are also plotted, but no clear 

relationship corresponding to the conditions (3 .9) was observed. 
Taking these results into consideration, the disk was constructed with 

TM-dominant M-layer having 640 kA/m {8 kOe} of H wM-H excM No noise 

increase after initializing process was detected with the disk. 
In the case of TM-dominant M-layer, the magnetization stays as shown 

in Fig. 3.24(a) just after recording . After initializatio n, it stays as shown in 
Fig. 3.24(b). So, magnetization state Q orR shown in Fig . 3.2 l (b) does not 
appear in actual recording condition . This can be explained if a model of 
recorded domains as shown in Fig. 3.24(d) is used. Supposing domains 
recorded on theW-layer are larger than those on theM-layer [3.11], state Q 
in Fig. 3.21 (b) can appear at the outer margi n of domains on M-layer. 
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(a) just after recording 

(b) after initialization 

magnetization 

memory layer 

TM-moment 

direction of Hini 

direction of Hini 

(c) when the direction of Hini is reversed 
(before magnetization of W -layer is reversed) 

(d) an image of real domain structure 

Fig. 3.24 Initializing process in the case of 
TM-dominant memory layer. 
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In order to verify the existence of the magnetization state described 

above, the noise increase was measured after the direction of the initializing 
field was changed . When the direction of the initializing field is changed, 

state Q is appeared before the magnetization of W-layer is reversed (Fig. 
3.24(c)) . Figure 3.25 shows the noise increase when the direction of 
initializing field Hini is reversed. Relationship similar to Fig. 3.22 can be 

observed with the TM-dominant M-layer. However, with the RE-dominant 
M-layer, less noise increase can be observed. This proves that the analysi s 
mentioned above is right. In this experiment, noise increase in RE-dominant 
M-layer is smaller than that in TM-dominant one. It means that changing 
the direction of initializing field is the most severe condition in the case of 
TM-dominant M-layer, on the other hand, usual initializing process is the 
most severe condition in the case of RE-dominant M-layer. However, for 
the reversibility of the disk, conditions (3.6) and (3.7) are necessary. 
Therefore, in the case of TM-dominant M-layer, the stability of the domains 
must be checked when the direction of the initializing field is reversed. 

3.3.4 Summary 
oise increase tJ..N after initializing process was detected on the LMO 

with exchange-coupled magnetic films. Domains recorded on M-layer are 
affected by the initializing field H ini through initializing process , and 

consequently I1N appeared. 
In the case of RE-dominant M-layer with RE-dominant W-layer. 

domain wall coercivi ty of M-layer H wM needs to be larger than the sum of 

initializing field and exchange force for domain stability. In the case of TM
dominant M-layer with RE-dominant W-layer, H wM needs to be larger than 

the sum of effective coercivity of W-layer and exchange force . No noise 
increase after initializing process was observed with TM-dominant M-layer 
having large H wM 

Results mentioned above are well explained assuming sizes of domains 

recorded on TM-dominant M-layer are smaller than those recorded on RE

dominant W-layer. 
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3.4 Overwrite repeatability 

3.4.1 Thermal degradation of MO media 

In LMO with ECML, the writing temperature, at which the writing 
process occurs , is higher than the erasing temperature at which the erasing 

process occurs as discu ssed in §3.2. The writing temperature for 
overwritable (OW) disk is normally set higher than for conventional non
overwritable (NOW) disks in order to obtain enough power margin for 
overwriting. Therefore, the maximum temperature while overwriting may 
rise higher than that for NOW disks. 

In the case of NOW disks, it has been reported that the write/read 
characteristic becomes worse after a number of erasing cycles and this 
degradation is caused by thermal relaxation of the perpendicular anisotropy 
in the magnetic film [3.12], [3.13]. In the first- and second-generation 
magneto-optical disks , this relaxation was avoided by reducing the 
maximum temperature during erasing. 

In the following subsections, the degradation process after number of 
overwri ting cycles on LMO is studied [3.14]. First, the temperature 
distributions on OW disks were compared with that on NOW disk by 
thermal simulation. Second, a degradation mode characteristic of OW disk 
with ECML were studied by comparing the activation energy obtained by 
Arrhenius method. 

3.4.2 Arrhenius analysis 

In order to investigate the mechanism of degradation after a number of 
overwri te cycles, Arrhenius analysis was used. This is also useful to 
accelerate the repetition experiments. 

The main cause of the degradation in rare-earth transition metal alloy 
magneto-optical disk is said to be the thermal relaxation of the amorphous 
structure of the magnetic film during the laser irradiation [3.12]. The 

relaxation speed v obeys the Arrhenius' expression. 

v = exp(- ~aT ) .............................. .. ....... .. ........... ... ........ (3. l I ) 
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where, Ea, Ks and T are the activation energy, Boltzmann's constant and 

the absolute temperature, respectively. If the cause of the degradation is the 
thermal relaxation, the number of overwriting cycles when the degradation 

begins (N) should be inversely proportional to the relaxation speed v. That 
is, 

N = exp( ~aT ) ........ .. .. .. ... ...... .. ........ .. .... .. ....... .. .. .. ............ (3.12) 

Therefore, E a can be evaluated by measuring the number of overwriting 
cycles N for various overwriting power. The temperature T was evaluated 
from th e overwriting laser power by using the computer simulati on 
described below. 

3.4.3 Experiment 

Overwrite and write/read characteristics such as carrier to noise ratio 
(CNR) were evaluated by using a magneto-optical disk drive (Nakarnichi 
Co., OMS-1000) with an 830 nm wavelength laser and a 0.55 numerical 
aperture lens. The readout laser power, the bias magnetic field and the 
initializing magnetic field were 1.0 mW, 32 kA/m {400 Oe} and 410 kA/m 
{ 5.1 kOe}, respectively. CNR values were evaluated under the conditions of 
0.5 MHz carrier frequency with 50 % duty writing pulses. 

The ove rwrite repeatabilities for OW disks were evaluated by 
measuring the W IR characteristics with and without initializing field after 
repetitive irradiation of overwriting laser power. The initializing field was 
applied to the disk after the repetitive irradiation. 

Both NOW and OW disks had I .4 ).l.m pitch v-shaped grooves which 
were made by photo-polymerization (2P). The magnetic and dielectric 
layers were formed by rf-mag netron sputtering. Each OW disk bas a 

TbFeCo memory layer and a TbDyFeCo writing layer. In order to control 
the exchange force between memory and writing layers, a ThFeCo-N 
intermediate layer was introduced. This was formed by rf-spu ttering with 
Ar-N2 mixed gas instead of pure Argas [3.7]. 
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Temperature profiles on the disks were obtained by solving the three 
dimensional thermal diffusion equation using the finite difference method 
with a super-computer [3.15]. 

Figure 3.26 shows typical disk structures for OW and conventiona l 
NOW disks. This figure does not show the detailed structures of the 
magnetic layers because only the thermal properties are considered in this 
section. Two types of OW disks were studied to evaluate the effect of the 
thermal diffusive layer. 

Al-alloy 

Nitride 

I ~ 1\M ~ 

~ IJ 

!-alloy 
0 :100 n 

1------lNitride Nitride 

Substrate Substra te Substrate 

(a) Disk A (b) Disk B (c) Disk C 

Fig. 3.26 Cross-sectional structures of the di sks. (a)Disk A: 
conventional NOW disk with Al-alloy thermal diffusion layer. 
(b)Disk B: typical OW disk with ECMLs. (c)Disk C: OW disk 

with Al-alloy thermal diffusion layer on the top. 
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3.4.4 Temperature profiles 

The temperature profiles for the three types of disks shown in Fig. 
3.26 were obtained by computer simulation. We assumed that domains were 
formed in the region where the temperature in the magnetic film exceeds 
the constant writing temperature. 

In the case of OW disks , width of the recorded domain was fixed at 0.6 
f.Lm, which is the maximum width to avoid thermal cross-talk between 
tracks discussed as before. In the case of the NOW disk, the erasing width 
was fixed at 1.1 f.Lm in order to completely erase the pre-recorded domains. 
The erasing process caused the most damage in the NOW disk because the 
temperature on the magnetic films was the highest. 

Calculated temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 3.27. This result 
shows small differences among these disks. This can be explained as 
fo llows. 
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Fig. 3.27 Calculated temperature profiles for the disks in Fig. 3.26. 
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Although the writing temperature in the OW disks is higher than that 
in the NOW disk, the domain width for the OW disks is narrower than the 

erasing width for NOW disk. Therefore, the maximum temperatures for 
these disks are similar. In addition, since the differences between writing 

and maximum temperatures of OW disks are small because of the narrow 
domain width, the effect of the Al-alloy thermal diffusive layer was small. 

From these results , overwrite (erase/write) repeatabilities are expected 

to be almost the same for these three disks. Since the repeatability for the 
NOW disk is over 106 times. repeatability of more than J06 times is also 
expected for OW disks. 

To check the result of the calculation , experimental and calcul ated 
results were compared on OW disk B as shown in Fig. 3.28. This shows the 
output signal voltage after an unmodulated laser beam was irradiated on the 
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Fig. 3.28 Typical overwrite characteristics for disk B. Open dots 
are the experimental data, broken line is the numerical estimation. 
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spinning disk. The irradiation was performed so that a stripe domain should 

be formed on a track of the disk. The writing and erasing temperatures for 
calc ul at ion were determined from the temperature dependence of static 
magnetic properties. 

First, a 0.6-~m-wide stripe domain is formed on the disk by 
irradiating with 8.3 mW unmodulated laser power. Next, laser power 
shown on the horizontal axis was irradiated, and after the irradiation, the 

output signal was evaluated using 1.0 mW readout power. When the laser 
power increases to 2.0 mW, the output signal begins to decrease because the 
eras ing process occurs. When the laser power is 3.0 mW, the signal 
becomes zero, which shows that the stripe domain formed on the disk was 
completely erased. When the laser power reaches 7.0 mW, the output signal 
begins to increase again, which shows that the width of the stripe domain is 
increasing. 

Because the output signal is zero when the laser power is between 3.0 
and 7.0 mW, the erase power margin of the disk is 4 mW. The disk needs 
laser power of 8.3 mW to form a 0.6-~m-wide domain and 3.0 mW to 
erase a 0.6-~m-wide stripe domain. 

3.4.5 Overwrite repeatability 

Overwrite repeatability for OW disk B was evaluated as shown in Fig . 
3.29. The vertical axis indicates the relative carrier and noise levels after 
various numbers of overwrite repetition cycles . The noise level begins to 
increase around I 04 overwrite cyc les. This num ber, 104, is much lower 
than expected from the calcul ated maximum temperature shown in Fig. 
3.27. The noise increase occurred only after the initialization. Therefore, 
this degradation process seems to be characteristic to the OW disk with 

ECML. 
In order to analyze the degradation process in detail, we carried out 

acceleration experiments based on Arrhenius' theory discussed above. 
Figure 3.30 shows the Arrhenius· plots for the three disks. This 

acceleration experiment was performed by varying the overwriting power, 

resu lting in a change in maximum temperature during overwriting. The 
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Fig. 3.29 Carrier and noise levels after various 
numbers of repetitive overwrites. 

inverse of the maximum absolute temperature is plotted on the horizontal 
axis . This is because the degradati on mainl y occ urs at th e maximum 
temperature since the relaxati on speed is maximum as show n by Eq. (3. 11 ). 
Repeatability is defined as the number of repetition cyc les when the noise 
level of the readout signal begins to increase. Overwrite repeatabilities fo r 

the OW disks were evaluated under initiali zing fi eld, which was appli ed to 
align the direction of magnetization in the writing layer. 

First , the lines in Fig . 3. 30 for OW disks B and C with th e 
initialization have smaller gradient than that for th e NOW di sk A. Al so the 
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numbers of repetition fo r OW disks are smaller than that for NOW disk. In 
additi on, the lines for disks B and C with initialization are similar. This 

shows that the th ermal diffu sive layer is ineffective in suppress ing th e 
degradati on process. This is consistent with the simulation. 

Next, the line fo r di sks B and C without initi alization is steeper and 

similar to that fo r disk A. Therefore, the degradation of ECML disks is the 
same as that of NOW di sk if the disks are used as non-overwrite disks, 
which do not need the initiali zati on. In other words, the repeatability was 
restri cted by the noise increase after initial ization. 
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Fig. 3.30 Arrhenius plots for the disks shown in Fig. 3.26 
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3.4.6 Initialization noise 
In §3.3, noise increase after initialization was discussed. As shown in 

Fig. 3.31, the origin of initialization noise was found to be the fluctuation of 
the domain wall on the memory layer which occurs when the effective 
maonetic field exceeds the domain wall coercivity. Furthermore, this 
inidalization noise was reduced by using a transition-metal dominant 
memory layer having high domain wall coercivity as shown in Fig. 3.32. 

recorded domain 

before 
initialization 

writing 
layer 

interface wall 

initializing field 

after 
initialization 

transition metal 
moment 

Fig. 3.31 Mechanism of noise increase after initialization. 
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In the case of the present study, it is thought that the domain wall 
coercivity decreases due to degradation of the perpendicular anisotropy, 
which is the result of thermal relaxation of the amorphous structure. Based 
on this idea, the noise increase is the result of the coercivity reduction after 
repeated thermal cycles and can be suppressed by using the transition metal 
dominant memory layer with high domain wall coercivity. 
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Figure 3.33 shows the results of the Arrhenius analysis for OW disk 0 

that has a transition metal dominant memory layer with high domain wall 

coercivity. It shows a steep slope similar to the NOW disk and the 

difference between the slopes with and without the initialization is greatly 
reduced. 
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From these results, over JQ6 repeatability without CNR degradation is 

expected. This is confirmed in Fig. 3.34, which shows the write/read 

characteristics versus the number of overwrite repetition cycles. The 

measurement was performed without any acceleration. The repeatability of 

106 enables practical use of this OW disk. 
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3.4.7 Activation energy 
In the previous section, OW disks B and C showed smaller gradients 

than NOW disk A in the Arrhenius plot shown in Fig. 3.30. From Eq. 

(3.11 ), the gradient in the Arrhenius plot coincides with activation energy 

Ea. The activation energies obtained from the experiments are shown in 

Table 3.1. As shown in the table. OW disks have two kinds of activation 

energy, one for the case with initialization and the other for the case 

without initialization. These activation energies can be explained by the 
following model. 

The activation energy shown in Table 3.1 are much higher than th e 

magnetic energy, which is of the order of the Bohr magneton, and which is 
5.5xlQ-5 eV even if the external field is 800 kA/m { 10 kOe}. Therefore, 

the phenomenon is a chemical reaction or a physica l movement of atoms 
and not be a magnetic phenomenon. 

Table 3.1 Activation energies from Arrhenius plot. 

disk A B c D 

without 3.1 3.5 3.5 3.1 
initialization 

with 3.1 1.3 1.9 2.8 
initialization 

Supposing that there are two different physical (or chemical) 

phenomena corresponding to the two activation energies , a slight change in 

the composition of the films would not eliminate one of those phenomena. 
However, in this study , one degradation process having lower activation 
energy, which is for the case with initialization, could be eliminated by only 

modifying the magnetic properties of the memory layer. Therefore, the two 

activation energies obtained by the Arrhenius plot do not correspond to 

different physical (or chemical) phenomena but to only one physical (or 

chemical) phenomenon which is thermal re laxation (or reaction) of the 

amorphous structure. 
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[f the activation energy is a chemical one, it does not explain the result 

well because activation energy for chemical reaction is unique. On the other 

hand, in the structural relaxation of amorphous films the activation energy 

for movement of atoms is different for each atom in the film because each 

atom has different surroundings. Therefore, the phenomena is physical one. 

Figure 3.35 shows a typical relaxation process of the magneti c 

anisotropy. For low values of time, the reduction in anisotropy represents 

the atoms which have higher relaxation speeds. From Eq. (3 .11 ), the atom 

which has high relaxation speed has small activation energy. Therefore, the 

reduction in anisotropy represents the atoms with small activation energies. 

For large values of time, the reduction in anisotropy represents the atoms 

with lower relaxation speeds and larger activation energies. 

During the initialization, the disk needs high coercivity in order to 
reduce initialization noise, which results from the domain wall fluctuation 

High relaxation speed 
large Ea 

Low relaxation~ 

Kuth (with in itializat ion) 
large 

speed ·--·-·\· ' Ku h ( . h . . . I. t ' ) ............... rr·e·--·----.. " .. _ ... '>,.... t w1t out JnJtJa 1za 1on 
sma a ,,........_~' smal l 

time 
Fig. 3.35 A model for the origin of the two different 

activation energies. 
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by the large app lied fie ld . After a large number of overwrite repetitions, 
the coercivity of the memory layer decreases gradually due to the reduction 
in anisotropy. Therefore, the noise increase after initi ali zat ion normall y 
occurs earlier than that without initialization. The noise increase after 
initialization corresponds to the low values of time in Fig . 3.35. 

In other words , there are threshold levels Ku 1h for the anisotropy at 
which the noise increase occurs . In Fig. 3.35, a high threshold level Ku 1h 

limits the gradually decreasing anisotropy at the low values of time. At that 
time region, the decrease in the anisotropy represents atoms with smal l 
activatio n energies, which is for the case of OW disk. On the other hand, a 
low threshold leve l limits the anisotropy at the high values of time. At the 
region, the decrease in the anisotropy represents atoms with high activation 
energies, which is for the case of NOW disk. Therefore, the threshold level 
for the OW disk with initialization is higher than those for the NOW disk or 
OW disk without the initialization. 

Further, an apparent change in the activation energy occurs whenever 
an observation such as noise increase is performed with a thres hold level 
using these kinds of amorphous media. In other words , every degradation 
can be reduced by changing the threshold level as a result of change in the 
magnetic characteristics. 

3.4.8 Summary 
Overwrite repeatability of LMO media with exchange coup led 

multilayer was studied by using Arrhenius analysis. In the OW disk, the 
thermal diffu sion layer is less effective for extending the repeatability than 
that in NOW disk. 

A degradation mode characteristic of the OW disks was found. In this 
mode, the acti vatio n energy was lower than for conventio nal NOW single 
layer disk. The origin of the mode was found to be initiabzation noise due 
to the reduction of the domain wall coercivity in the memory layer after 
repetition cycles. The degradation mode was supp ressed by using a 
transition-metal dominant memory layer with high domain wall coerc ivity. 
Thus, overwrite repeatability of more than 1 Q6 times was achieved. 
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3. 5 High density mark-edge recording 

3.5.1 High capacity overwritable disk 
Larger capacity and higher data transfer rate than the present magneto

optical (MO) disks have been pursued for next-generation MO disks. 
Exchange-coupled direct-overwrite (DOW) MO disks can double the data 
transfer rate during writing. Mark-edge recording can attain near twofold 
linear recording density than conventional mark-position recording. Some 
of the present authors attempted to combine the above two technologies , 
however, mark-edge jitter was not sufficiently small [3 .16]. 

In this section, the reliable performance of mark-edge recording on 
exchange-coupled DOW disks [3.17], which yields 2GB capacity on a 130-
mrn-dian1eter disk, is described. 

3.5.2 Experiment 
A direct-overwrite (DOW) magneto-optical (MO) disk has exchange

coup led quadrilayer including a readout layer of GdFeCo with large Kerr 
rotation, as shown in Fig. 3.36 [3.18]. This quadrilayered strucrure was 
proven to be effective for obtaining high readout signal intensity. The 

Fig. 3.36 Cross section of exchange-coupled DOW MO disk. 
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Fig. 3.37 Readout signal spectrum of DOW MO disk. 

carrier-to-noi se ratio (C/N) for the maximum recording density of 0.75 11m 

domain length and 1.5 11m mark pitch was 52 dB using a 780 nm laser and 
0.55 numerical aperture (NA) lens, as shown in Fig. 3.37 . This C/N value is 
about 3 dB hi gher than th at for the conventional non-overwrite disk with a 
reflective layer. 

Figure 3.38(a) shows a write laser waveform for mark-edge 
recording, which has been successfully dem onstrated to be applicable to 
non-overwrite MO disks [3.19] . The preheating power level in Fig. 3.38(a) 

for the non- overwrite MO disk corresponds to the erasing power leve l for 
the DOW MO di sk. 
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3.5.3 Result and discussion 
Magnetic domains with constant domain width of 0.6 ~m are recorded , 

and nominal thermal interference between adjacent domains is hardly 
observed, as shown in Fig. 3.38(b). Here, 0.6 ~m is the target domain width 
when considering the thermal cross-talk (§3.2) between adjacent tracks of 
1.34 ~m track pitch. Thermal response properties of DOW and non
overwrite MO disks are slightly different due to different magnetic layer 
thicknesses and the presence or absence of a reflective AI layer. However, 
the write laser wave form shown in Fig. 3.38(a) was found to be quite 
effective for both types of MO disks. 

Specifications of the DOW MO disk are summarized in Table 3.2. All 
values, except overwritability, are the same as those for the non-overwrite 
130 mm next-generation MO disk with 2 GB capacity , which has been 
discussed at the International Standard Committee for optical di ks. 

Table 3.2 Specifications of the 130 mm DOW MO disk. 

Capacity/both sides 2 GB/130 mrn 

Track pitch 1.34 ~m 
Bit pitch 0.56 ~m 

Minimum mark 0.75 ~m 
Laser wavelenath 780 nm 

Modulation code (l-7)RLL 

Di sk rotation 3000 rpm 

The readout wave form for the (1-7) RLL random code with 1.5 mW 
read power is shown in Fig. 3.39. A clear eye pattern was observed and the 
resolution was abou t 30 %. Here, the detection window width was 40 ns 
because this measurement was performed at the 30 mm radial position with 
3000 rpm. The C/N value for the 2T marks (0.75 ~m domains) was about 
52 dB, which is identical to that for conventional rectangular write pulses. 
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Jitter distribution was measured after the analog wave form was sliced 
with a DC level. Figure 3.40(a) shows the jitter distribution with 105 
samples. The edge intervals indicate the intervals between leading edges. 
Almost the same result was observed for trailing edges. Here, the intervals 
between leading and trailing edges were not evaluated, because the double 
edge detection method with two phase-locked loops (PLLs) was assumed 
[3.20]. Figure 3.40(b) shows the edge intervals relative to the corresponding 
detection windows. A window margin of over 55 % of the detection 
window was obtained with the (1 -7) RLL modulation code. No thermal 
interference between symbols was observed. 

Here, the measurement was performed with a linear velocity of 9.4 m/s 
at 30 mrn radius. SIN at 60 mrn radius was about 1.5 dB lower than that at 
30 mrn radius. This resulted in the reduction of jitter margin down to 45 %. 

The above results are almost the same as those obtained for the non
overwrite MO disk [3.21]. In other words, the same write compensation 
method can be used for both non-overwrite and DOW disks. This can be 
justified as follows. 

Separated short laser pulses were used in this mark-edge recording. In 
such a short time region as for these pulses , the high temperature portion 
always concentrates in the recording films and each pulse forms a 
corresponding domain. Here, the film thickness is much thinner than the 
laser spot diameter. Therefore, the temperature gradient across the film 
dominates the thermal gradient through the film, and the vertical thermal 
diffusion across the films is greater than the thermal diffusion through the 
films because the heat flow is proportional to the temperature gradient. The 
vertical thermal diffusion produces no thermal interference. Consequently, 
this write wave form forms uniform domains for any mark length. 

Since uniform domains are formed, the temperature at the end of 
every domain is the same. Therefore, the heat flow from the end of the 
previous domain to the next domain can be equalized at any distance by 
introducing a dormant period. This means that the thermal interference 
between marks can be effectively reduced for either non-overwrite or 
overwrite media . Consequently, this write wave form was proven to be 
applicable to most media with or without a reflective layer. 
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In summary, an exchange-coupled direct-overwrite (DOW) magneto

optical (MO) disk with 2-GB capacity on a 130-mm-diarneter disk was 

obtained with a sufficient jitter margin by precise mark-edge recording. 
The write laser wave form is common for both non-overwrite and DOW 
MO disks. 

3.6 Conclusion 

In light intensity modulation overwriting (LMO), many problems must 
be solved. Basically, these problems originate because LMO requires two 
levels of laser power for overwriting and because it uses magnetic exchange 
coupling between layers. 

In §3 .1 , an application of domain transfer (magnetic printing) was 
described. The domain transfer process, in which the domain on the M
layer is printed into the W-layer before readout, expands the readout 
power margin. This doubles the readout power margin of LMO . However, 
after the domain transfer, the high-level readout power increases the noise 
level a bit due to the incomplete domain transfer. The incomplete transfer is 
well explained by the domain nucleation model. 

In §3 .2, the thermal crosstalk (TCT) of LMO due to erasure of 
domains recorded on adjacent tracks , was analyzed. Using comb-shaped 
laser pulses and a disk with a thick layer having moderate thermal 
conductivity on the top were found to be quite effective in reducing the 
TCT. If the ambient temperature rise and track offset are taken into 
account, 1.35 J..lm is the minimum track pitch. It is thus the possible to 
record I GB of information on each side of a 130-mm disk. 

In §3 .3, noise increase /J.N after initialization was detected for LMO 
with exchange-coupled magnetic films. Domai ns recorded on the M-layer 
were affected by initializing field Hini during the initialization process, 

causing /J.N to appear. Fo an RE-dominant M-layer with an RE-dominant 
W-layer, the domain wall coercivity of theM-layer, H wM, needs to be 

larger than the sum of the initi ali zing field and the exchange force to 

achieve domain stabi lity. Fo a TM-dominant M-layer with an RE-dominant 
W-layer, H wM needs to be larger than the sum of the effective coercivity of 

theW-layer and the exchange force. A noise increase after initialization was 
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not observed with a TM-dominant M-Iayer having a large HwM . These 

results are well explained by supposing that the sizes of the domains 
recorded on a TM-dominant M-layer are smaller than those recorded on an 
RE-dominant W -layer. 

In §3.4, the overwriting repeatability for LMO media with an 
exchange-coupled multil ayer was studied by using Arrhenius analysis. In an 
overwrite (OW) disk, the thermal-diffusion layer is less effective for 
extending the repeatability than that in a non-overwrite (NOW) disk. A 
degradation mode characteristic of the OW disks was found. In this mode, 
the activation energy was lower than that for a conventional NOW single
layer disk. The origin of the mode was found to be initialization noise due 
to reducing the domain wall coercivity in the memory layer after overwrite 
repetition . The degradation mode was suppressed by using a transition
metal dominant memory layer with high domain wall coerc ivity. An 
overwrite repeatability of more than l 06 was achieved. 

In §3 .5, the mark edge recording technique, another high-density 
technique, was applied to an LMO disk. A direct overwrite (DOW) MO 
disk with 2-GB capacity on a 130-rnm-diameter disk was obtained with a 
sufficient jitter margin. The write laser waveform is common to both NOW 
and DOW MO disks. 

In summary, to achieve of high-performance LMO, high-coercive
force, RE-dominant M-layer should be used to reduce the noi se level before 
and after repetitive overwriting and a multipu1sed laser waveform should be 
used to eliminate the thermal crosstalk, thu s enabling precise mark 
formation. 
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4 High-density Recording 

To achieve hi gh-density recording, small-domain recording and small
domain readout are important. To record and to read small domains, it is 
important to redu ce the laser spot size by usi ng a short wavelength laser, 
such as, a blue or green laser. However, the development of blue and green 
laser di odes is a bit behind the demand for high-density recording. 
Therefore, other techniques for small -domain reco rdi ng and reading are 
needed. 

Magnetic-fie ld modu lati on with pulsed-laser irradiati on was studied as 
a small -domai n recording technique. Magnetically induced super-resolution, 
which is an application of the magnetic multilayer, was studied as a small
domain readout technique. 

4.1 High-density recording and readout technique 
In MO recording, as described earlier, domains are fo rmed by heating 

up a particul ar area to a temperature higher than the recording temperature 
by using a recordi ng laser spot. The size of the recorded domain can thus be 
controlled by changing the laser power. Figure 4. 1 shows the relationship 
between the recorded-domai n diameter and the recording laser power for 
light-intensity modul ation (LIM) recording. The irradiation from a 4-mW 
laser beam forms a 0.2-l.l.m-diameter domai n. However, forrning such a 
small domain requires strict laser power control, which is very unstable 
against vari ous flu ctu ations, such as media sensiti vity variance and optical 
spot aberrati ons. 

Magnetic-filed modulati on overwriting (MMO), discussed in chapter 2, 
is also a good technique for small-domain formation because the length of 
the domain is determined by the field modulation rate, which is independent 
of th e optica l spot size. However, small-domain fo rmati on by MMO 
requ ires fas t modulation of the magnetic fi eld in order to avoid the noise 
increase caused by edge transition [ 4.1] . ln the next section, a combination 
of light-intensity modulati on and MMO, i.e. , pul sed-l aser irradiated MMO, 
is di scussed. 
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For small-domain readout, it is important to eliminate the optical 
interference between adjacent marks. This can be done optica ll y, 
electrically, or magnetically. Two optical cancellation techniques are optical 
super-resolution [4.2] , and land-groove recording technique [4.3]., Two 
dimensional recording with a three-laser spot [4.4] is an electrical 

cancellation technique. Magnetically induced super-resolution (MSR) [4.5]. 
[4.6], [4.7] , another application of the magnetic multilayer, has been 
investigated as a technique to improve the resolution. 

In §4.3, a new small-domain readout technique is proposed based on 
analysis of the domain dynamics in MSR. 
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4.2 Magnetic-field modulation with pulsed-laser irradiation 
Direct overwriting using both pulsed-laser irradiation and magnetic 

field modulation was studied [4.8]. The pulsed laser was irradiated on the 

media while a constant DC laser beam was irradiated to perform MMO, as 
discussed in chapter 2. The pulsed irradiation forms a smaller-size high

temperature region in which the magnetization of the MO medium is aligned 
in the direction of the applied magnetic field. This enables stable formation 
of small domains. 

An outline of this method is shown in Fig. 4.2. A laser-pulse train with 
a constant duration is irradiated on the MO medium, and a modulated 

Synchronous 
signal 

Laser pulse train 

Magnetic field 

Domain cr·rr~ .... ~rrrrz-·- D _ /J(2NA) I / '-, 
' I \ 
I l i 
\ ' j 

: . " / - -:_... _____ , ·-
~~~o~ 

Fig. 4.2 Pulsed-laser irradiated magnetic-field modulation. 
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magnetic fie ld, which refl ects the recording info rm ati on, is applied to the 
media in synchroni zation with the pulsed laser li ght. The synchronization is 
performed in such a way that mag neti c fie ld directi on is only changed 
between li ght pulses. Thi s enables the stable formation of small mao netic 
do mains within the limited area where the pulsed laser is irrad iated b:cause 
a sufficient magnetic field is always applied when the med ia temperature 
rises with the laser pulse irradiation. In the developed sys tem, the Ia er 
irradiates in pul ses according to a channel c lock ge nerated fr om pre
recorded pits. Since the laser-spot moving distance in each channel c lock 
peri od is shorter th an th e li ght-spot di ameter, the mag netic domain 
corresponding to adj acent pulses overlap and the recorded magnetic domai ns 
become small er than the size of the optical di ffraction. Therefore, high
track-density, high-bit-density recording is ac hieved. 

For example, a bit pitch of 0.3 J-lm was achieved without any parti cular 
problem when a pulsed laser light with a wavelength of 680 nm and a 
numerical aperture of 0.55 was used. This method also improves the optical 
effi ciency, which is the inverse of the average laser power fo r recording, by 
two or three times. 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show examples of the simulated time evolution of 
the temperature when a pulsed laser was irradiated repetiti vely. The lines 
indicate the temperature profil e on the recordin g fi lm along th e track 
directi on. The profile at every moment after the trai ling edges of the laser
pulse irradiation is shown with 2-ns intervals. The intervals of the laser 
pulses were 40 ns (Fig. 4.3) and 20 ns (Fi g. 4.4), which correspond to the 
minimum domain lengths of 0.4 and 0.2 J-lm , res pecti vely, at a linear 
velocity of I 0 rn!s. The lines indicating 0 ns are the max imum temperature 
profile , which appeared at the moment of the trailing edge of the laser 
pulse. 

The lines show that the length of the domain formed at the moment i 
about 0.6 J-lm . This co rresponds to the width of the domai n because the 
high-temperature region is almos t circular on the medi a. The temperature 
profile within a short period after the pulsed-li ght irradiati on greatl y 
depends on the laser-spot profil e because the effect of heat diffusion does 
not appear qui ckly. 
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A short time (-5 ns) after the trailing edges of the laser pulses, the 
temperature on the recording layer rapidly fell below the recording 
temperature (-210 °C). This shows that a change in the magnetic field 
direction after 5 ns does not affect the recording domain shape. Therefore, 
magnetic-field transition speeds of 15 and 5 ns, corresponding to intervals 
between pulses of 20 ns (Fig 4.3) and 10 ns (Fig 4.4), respectively, are 
sufficient for the stable formation of recorded domains. 

The channel-clock periods were 40 and 20 ns, resulting in 0.4- and 0.2-
J-lm position differences in the domains formed by a series of pulses. This 
results in the overlapping of adjacent domains because the recorded domain 
corresponding to each laser pulse had a diameter of about 0.6 J-lm. Because 
of this overlapping, rough control of the laser power to form 0.6-J-lm
diameter domains allows the stable formation of 0.2-J-lm domains. 
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Fig. 4.3 Time evolution of temperature profile (0.4 J-Lm pitch). 
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From the simulated temperature profile, the recorded domain shape 
was obtained. A comparison of the recorded domain shape for light
intensity modulation and MMO with pulsed-laser irradiation is shown in 
Fig. 4.5. In the light-intensity modulation, the recorded domain length 
varied with the laser power fluctuation, while in the MMO with pulsed-laser 
power irradiation, the domain length was not affected by laser power 
fluctuations. MMO with pulsed-laser irradiation is thus promising for the 
stable formation of small domains because it does not require strict control 
of the recording laser power. 
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4.3 Magnetically induced super-resolution (MSR) 

4.3.1 Magnetically induced super-resolution 

Magnetically induced super-resolution (MSR) methods using exchange
coupled multilayers have been investigated because they are capable of 

detecting small domains without blue laser. However, these MSR methods do 
not enlarge the readout signal amplitude, but only improve the optical 
resolution by masking a portion of the laser spot, which is the high 
temperature region. Therefore, the signal to noise ratio (S R) is not 
sufficiently high for high-density recording. 

In this section, a new readout technique [4.9], which can detect small 
domains with high SNR, is proposed. The technique is based on the MSR 
methods, but it utilizes the readout signal characteristics skillfully. 

4.3.2 Experiment 

Figure 4.6 shows the disk structure used throughout the present section, 
which is a typical structure for the front aperture detection type of MSR. A 
magneto-optical multilayer, which consists of a TbFeCo memory layer, a 
TbDyFeCo switching layer and a GdFeCo readout layer, is sandwiched by 
nitride layers for protecting the multilayer from oxidization. Curie 
temperatures of the memory, the switching and the readout layers are 250 
°C, 150 °C and 350 °C, respectively. The layers were prepared by using rf
magnetron sputtering with composite targets. The disk substrate is a glass/2p 
(photo-polymerization) replica with 1.4-l..lm-pi tch spiral grooves. 

The write and read characteristics of the disk such as SNR were 
evaluated by a magneto-optical disk drive with an 830-nm-wavelength laser 
and a 0.55-numerical-aperture lens, which forms an optical spot of 1.5 l..lm 
in diameter, at a liner velocity of 4.2 rnls. The intensity of the bias field H s 

during writing is 32 kA/m {400 Oe} and the intensity of H8 during reading 

was varied from -32 kA/m {-400 Oe} to +32 kA/m {+400 Oe}. In order to 
cause MSR, the readout power was set at 2.5 mW, which is about a two 
times higher power than non-MSR readout power of 1.0 mW. 

Detection jitters were measured by another magneto-optical disk drive 

with a 680-nm-wavelength laser and 0.55-numerical-aperture optical lens at 
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a liner velocity of 7.5 m/s. The readout laser power is 1.7 mW. The 

domains are recorded by the light intensity modulation with an assist power 
level for reducing a thermal interference [ 4.1 0]. 

The diameters of the recorded domains were estimated from the 
readout signal amp litude. The estimation was calibrated with the domain 
observation, which obtained by a polarized optical microscope with an oil 
immersion type objective lens (xlOO, NAl.l). 

glass/2p sub. 

protective layer 
(nitride) 

memory layer 
(TbFeCo) 

--switching layer 
(TbDyFeCo) 

readout layer 
(GdFeCo) 

protective layer 
(nitride) 

Fig. 4.6 The disk structure, which is a typical structure 
for MSR detection. 

4.3.3 Readout signal characteristics of MSR 
Figure 4.7 compares readout signals of the 0.5-l..lm-diameter domains 

by non-MSR detection (H 8 = 0- 16 kA/m {0- 200 Oe}) and MSR detection 
(Hs = -24 kA/m { -300 Oe }). The signal by non-MSR detection shows a 2.0-
l..lm-width signal response, which coincides the sum of the domain diameter 

of 0.5 l..lm and the optical spot size of 1.5 l..lm. The readout signal by MSR 
detection shows a rapid change (decrease) compared with the conventi onal 
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readout signal. The decrease time is 70 nsec, which co incides 0.3-J..Lm 

movement of the laser spot during the signal decrease. 
The rap idity is not understandable from the stab le mask shape model 

since domain diameter (0.5 J..Lm) is lager than the movement. Supposing the 
shape and size of the mask were the same during the readout, the decrease 

time would be 120 nsec which coincides 0.5-J..Lm movement of the laser spot. 
Further, a measurement of H 8 dependence revealed that the readout 

signal profile changes discontinuously from the non-MSR tate to the MSR 
state, and no intermediate state exists . In the other words , there exists a 
critical field strength which is a border field between MSR and non-MSR 

detection. 
The discontinuity against the bias field is not understandable also if the 

mask always spreads into the higher temperature region than a maski ng 

temperature which is determined by H s. 

200 ns(=0.82~m) 

2.0 ~m 

Fig. 4. 7 The disk structure, which is a typical structure 
for MSR detection. 
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4.3.4 Domain collapse model 
In order to obtain a good explanation to the rapid change in the signal , 

we proposed a domain collapse model. Generally, each magnetic film has a 
minimum domain radius . In this case, since domains are on the readout 
layer, we analyzed the minimum domain radius of the multilayer system. 

E5 =rr(r2- 2r'2)hM 5 H8 
Ew = 2rrr'h <J 

layer 

memory layer 

Fig. 4.8 A cylindrical domain model for 
evaluating the total magnetic energy of the 

multilayer with a single domain. 

Figure 4.8 shows a cylindrical domain model for evaluating the total 
magnetic energy of the multilayer. Here, we suppose th at a domain on the 
memory layer shows no change, that a domain on the readout layer shrinks 
or expands with a cylindrical shape, that the demagnetization field from 
each layer is sufficientl y low and that thickness of domain walls and the 
switching layer is suffi ciently small. 

The magneto-static energy £ 5 , the interface wall energy between the 

memory and the reado ut layer E i, the domain wall energy in the readout 

layer Ew and the total magnetic energy Et are expres sed as follows. 
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E5=-2rrr'2hMsHs+rr(r2-r '2)hMsHs ...... .......... ....... ............. (4. 1) 

Ei=Tr(r 2-r'2)uw . . ..... ... . .......... ....... ............. .. (4.2) 
E w=2rrr'hu .............. ................ ........ . (4.3) 
Et(r' )=E s+Ei+E w =-2rrh CJ!rc(r'-rc12)2+const. .. ............... ..... .. ( 4.4) 
rc=2h ui( CJw+2hMsHs ) .... . ........ .... .................... .................. . (4.5) 

were, r , r' , CJw (0- 0.004 11m2 {0- 4 erg/cm2)) and Hs denote the 

domain radius on the memory layer, the domain radius on the readout layer, 
the interface wall energy density between the memory and the readout 
layers, and the bias field, respectively. Ms (-200 kA/m {200 emu/cm3)), h 

(30 nm) and CJ ( -4x I 0-3 Jfm2 { -4 erg/cm2}) are the magnetization, the 
thickness and the domain wall energy density of th e reado ut la yer, 
respectively. 

Since Eq. (4 .4) is a convex parabola function with a maximum at 
r'=rc/2 as shown in Fig. 4.9, a domain with the radius of rc/2 shrinks and 
collapses. In the case of rcl2<r<rc, though the energy at r'=r is larger than 
the energy at r'=O, a domain with rc is partially stable because the energy 

bas a barrier (maximum) between r'=O and r'=r. Therefore, the minimum 
stable domain radius for this system is rc and a domain smaller than rc/2 

collapses rapidly. 
Since the estimated minimum domain radii rc/2 of the disk at room 

temperature and at the masking temperature are 0.06 ~m and 0.5 ~m , 

respectively , smaller domain than the radius of 0.5 ~m can not exist stab ly 
and collapses rapidly. Therefore, when a smaller domain than the minimum 
radius comes within the heated area where the exchange force disappears, 
the domain collapses as shown in Fig. 4.1 O(a). 

The speed of the collapse phenomenon is determined by the domain 

wall velocity. For GdFeCo film, the domain wall velocity is hi gher than the 
linear velocity of the di sk. Therefore, the collapse speed is faster than the 
linear velocity of the disk. 
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Fig. 4.10 Origin of a rapid change in the readout signal. 
collapsing of a small domain when the domain comes 

into the heated area, (b) shrinking of a long domain, (c) 
rapid decreases of the trailing edges in the readout signal. 
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When a long domain comes into the laser spot (heated area) as shown in 
Fig. 4.1 O(b), a portion of the domain is masked and the domain is shorten. 
After the domain is shorten, the left small domain collapses. 

As a result of the domain collapse, the rapid change in the signal is 
observed at the end of the domain as shown in Fig. 4.1 O(c). However, front 
edge signal is not steepened and the asymmetric signal is observed. 

4.3.5 New readout technique using domain collapse 
The rapid change is used to detect the precise position of the domain or 

the domain wall. This detection is very effective in reducing random noise 
such as shot noise as shown in Fig . 4.11. 

The readout signal contains random noise such as shot noise. The noise 
swings the readout signal mainly in the vertical direction in the figure . 
Therefore, when the signal is sliced by a slice level, jitter for the rapid 
trailing edge is reduced compared with the leading edge . 

Figure 4. 12 shows the differentiated signals under the various bias 
fields. 

noise 

reduction of jitter 

Fig. 4.11 Reduction of domain edge jitters by 
domain collapse detection technique. 
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ing direction) 

Fig. 4.12 Differentiated readout signals for 
(a) reverse collapse, (b) normal collapse and 

(c) non-MSR detection. 

When the bias field H s is 0 kNm, the differentiated signal is small and 

noisy as shown in Fig. 4.12(c). This is the non-MSR detection. 
When H s is -24 kA/m {-300 Oe} at which the MSR occurs . th e 

differentiated signal of the trailing edge is larger and less noisy as shown in 
Fig . 4.12(b). This is the result of the domain collapse and it shows that the 
noise was reduced. 

When Hs is +24 kA/m {+300 Oe} at which the MSR occurs, the 

differentiated signal of the leading edge is larger, which means the leading 
edge is steepened, and less noisy as shown in Fig. 4.12(a). This phenomenon 
is explained by the domain deformation as follows. 

In tills case, the MSR mask is formed as a domain on the readout layer. 
Therefore, when the recorded domain is absorbed by the mask domain, the 
combined domain tends to become round shape to minimize the domain wall 
energy. At the instant of the domain deformation, the rapid leading edge is 
observed. Additionally, the first portion of the leading edge is not steepened 

because the domain deformation occurs after the recorded domain comes 

witilln the laser spot. 
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The result implies the app licability of the collapse technique to the 
mark edge recording because it improves rapidity of both leading and 
trailing edges. 

Further, the domain collapse is suitable for mark position recording 
because it improves precision of the mark position detection due to the high 

SNR of the differentiated signal. The collapse enables a high-density 
recording with narrow window channel such as variable five modulation 
(VFM) [4.11]. 

Figure 4.13 shows an eye-pattern for the combination of the collapse 
technique and the YFM channel with mark position recording. The bit 
density and the detection window length T w are 0.5 ,um/bit and 0.2 J.l.m, 

respectively, 0.5-J.l.m-diameter domains are recorded with variable intervals 
(n x T w) by using the magneto-optical drive with 680 nm laser at the liner 

velocity of 7.5 m/s. The minimum domain interval is 131.3 nsec, which 
coincides 5 times the Tw of 26.3 nsec. A very clear eye-pattern is observed. 

Figure 4.14 shows the detection jitters of the sliced signal. With I 05 
samples, the relative jitter of 90 % was observed. Since the measurement 
was performed without any equalization or signal processing, a smaller 
jitter and a higher density recording are expected if the appreciate 
equalization is applied. 

With this condition, SNR of the minimum interval domains measured 
by a spectrum analyzer was 22 dB in route mean square with the band width 
of 0 to 10 MHz. The detection jitter is relatively good compared with the 
expectation value from the SNR, which coincides 170 %. This means that 
the co llapse reado ut technique enlarges the effective SNR and reduces jitters. 

In summary, a rapid change in the readout signal of the MSR detection 
was observed. This rapid change is the resul t of domain collapse on the 
readout layer. The rapid change improves the S R of the differentiated 
signa l and enable the high-density recording with narrow detection 

window. Relative detection jitter of 90 % was obtained with a 0.5-J.!.m/bit 
linear density, which is half of the jitter for conventional detection. A 

hi gher density reco rding is obtainable if an appreciate equalization is 
applied. 
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Fig. 4.13 Eye-pattern of the collapse readout 
technique with a combination of mark position 

recording and VFM channel. 

10 1 

10° ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
5 6 7 8 9 101112131415 

detection interval(xTw=26.5 ns) 

Fig. 4.14 Detection jitters of 105 samples using the 
collapse readout technique with a combination of 

mark position recording and VFM reacl/write channel. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

To achieve high-density recording, small-domain recording and small
domain readout are important. As examples of small-domain recording and 
readout, magnetic-field modulation overwriting with multiple laser-pulse 
irradiation, and magnetic super-resolution technique were studied. 

Magnetic-field modulation with pulsed-laser irradiation showed good 
characteristics for recording small domains because it does not require strict 
control of the laser power as a result of its overwritability. That is, the 
partial erasure of the domain by the following laser pulse enables the stable 
recording of domains smaller than the optical laser spot. 

In magnetic super-resolution readout, a rapid change in the readout 
signal is observed. It is due to the domain collapse in the readout layer. The 
introduced readout technique using domain collapse showed good 
characteristics for reading out small domains because it reduces the effect of 
shot noise by using the rapid response of the readout signal. 

Experimental and simulation results showed that combining these two 
techniques can double the recording density of an MO disk. Furthermore, a 
higher-density is likely if a short-wavelength laser is applied with an 
adequate readout layer for the wavelength. For example, a Pt/Co multilayer 
[4.12], [ 4.13] which has a high Kerr rotation angle at a wavelength of about 
400 nm, is applicable as a readout layer. 
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5 Summary and Conclusion 

Multilayered magneto-optical (MO) media were studied in order to 
achieve high-speed, high-density MO recording. The relationship between 
the recording characteristics and the structure of the multilayered MO disk 
was analyzed from the viewpoints of the three kinds of physical properties: 
thermal , magnetic, and optical properties. The analysis was performed both 
numerically and experimentally. 

In §5. 1, §5.2, and§ 5.3, the discussions in the previous chapters are 
summarized. I.n §5.4 and §5.5, the thesis concludes with the most suitable 
form of MO recording as developed by this study. 

5.1 Optical and thermal structure of MO media 
Two optical properties, Kerr rotation and reflectivity, were studied 

through optical simulation and experiment. The enhancement effect of the 
Kerr rotation in a multilayered MO disk has been simulated by using a 
multiple-reflection model of magnetically induced circular dichroism. The 
simulated results were consistent with the experimental ones. From the 
optical point of view, the most suitable structures for MO media are a 
quadrilayered structure with a metal (aluminum) reflective layer, and a 
magnetic bilayer with a readout magnetic layer. In the quadrilayered disk, 
the figure of merit (FOM) and the reflectivity are independently controlled 
by changing the structure. Furthermore, the Kerr ellipticity, which degrades 
the SNR, can be comp letely eliminated. In the magnetic bilayer, use of a 
magnetically soft readout layer, which has good MO characteristics, 
provides a good FOM. 

The thermal properties of MO disks were studied by the analyzing the 
relationship between the recording characteristics and the thermal structure 
of the media for magnetic-field modulation overwriting (MMO). Thermal 
simul atio n combi ned with a domain-formation model showed the 
relationship between the media structure, the recording characteristics, and 
the reco rded domain shape. From the thermal point of view, the most 
suitable thermal structure for MO media is a quadrilayered structure with a 
thermal-diffusive metal layer. The quadrilayered disk reduces the length of 
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the "tail " in the domain recorded by MMO, thus eliminating the overlap 

between domains and increasing the signal intensity and quality. 
Fortunately , the quadrilayered structure has both good optical the 

thermal properties. To maintain consistency between the optical and thermal 

properties , the optical properties should be controlled by changing the 
thicknesses of the two dielectric layers and of the MO film , and the thermal 
properties should be controlled by changing the thermal conductivity of the 
heat-sink (metal) layer. Changing the composition of the metal film greatly 

affects the thermal conductivity. 

5.2 Magnetic multilayer 
In light-intensity modulated overwriting (LMO), there are many 

problems to be solved. Basically, these problems are because LMO requires 
two levels of laser power for overwriting and because LMO uses magnetic 
exchange-coupling between layers. The former results in a narrow power 
margin and thermal crosstalk. The latter results in initialization noise and 
degradation after repetitive overwriting. 

An application of domain transfer (magnetic printing) was studied in 
order to expand the readout power margin. It was found that the domain
transfer process expands the readout power margin , although a slight 
increase in the noise level was observed when the readout power was high. 

The thermal crosstalk caused by light-intensity modulated magneto
optical overwriting, which results in the erasure of domains recorded on 
adjacent tracks, was also analyzed. Use of comb-shaped laser pulses and disk 
with a thick layer having moderate thermal conductivity on the top , 

effectively reduced the thermal crosstalk . 
Noise increase i1N after initialization was detected for LMO with 

exchange-coupled magnetic films. Detailed analysis revealed that the applied 
initializing field destroyed domains recorded on the memory layer to induce 

the noise increase. Use of the transition-metal dominant memory layer 
having large effective coercivity eliminated the noise increase after 

initialization. 
The overwrite repeatability of LMO media with an exchange-coupled 

multilayer was studied by using Arrhenius analysis. The thermal diffusion 
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layer in an overwritable disk was found to be less effective for extending the 
repeatability than that in a non-overwritable disk. The origin of a 

degradation mode characteristic of the overwritable disk, which has a lower 

activation energy than that of a non-overwritable disk, was found to be an 

initialization noise due to the degradation of the memory layer. Use of a TM 
dominant memory layer with high domain wall coercivity suppressed the 
degradation mode and provided an overwrite repeatability of more than 
106 

Mark-edge recording , a high-density recording technique, was applied 
to an LMO disk. An LMO disk with 2-GB capacity on a 130-mrn-diameter 
disk was obtained with a sufficient jitter margin. The write-laser waveform 
is common to both non-overwritable and LMO disks. 

In summary, to achieve high-performance LMO, high-coercive-force, 
transition-metal dominant memory layer is needed to reduce the noise level 
before and after repetitive overwriting, and a multipulsed laser waveform is 
needed to eliminate the thermal crosstalk and to form precise marks. 

5. 3 High-density technology 
Small-domain readout and small-domain recording are required for 

high-density recording. As examples of small-domain recording and 
readout, MMO with multiple laser-pulse irradiation, and magnetically 

induced super-resolution (MSR) were studied. 
MMO with pulsed-laser irradiation is good for small-domain recording 

because it does not require strict control of the laser power as a result of its 
overwritability. That is, the partial erasure of the domains by the following 
laser pulse enables the stable recording of domains smaller than the optical 

laser spot. 
MSR shows a rapid change in the readout signal, which results from the 

domain collapse in the readout layer. The introduced readout technique 
using domain collapse is good for reading out small domains because it 

reduces the effect of shot noise by using the rapid response of the readout 

signal. 
Experiment and simulation results showed that combining the two 

techniques can double the recording density of an MO disk. Furthermore, 
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higher-density is likely if a short-wavelength laser is applied with an 

adequate readout layer for the wavelength. For example. a Pt/Co multilayer, 

which has a high Kerr rotation angle at a wavelength of 400 nm, is 

applicable as a readout layer. 

5.4 Conclusion 
Magnetic multilayers provide useful functions, such the light-intensity 

modulated overwriting and magnetically indu ced super-resolution . 
However, magnetic multilayers are inconsistent with a quadrilayered di sk 
having a single-layered magnetic film , which has good optical and thermal 
characteristics. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss what is needed to obtain 
high-speed, high-capacity MO recording from the viewpo ints of three 

physical properties. 
From the optical point of view, a quadrilayered structure and a 

magnetic bilayer with a readout layer show good performance. Although the 
quadrilayered structure is inconsistent with magnetic multilayers, the 
magnetic bilayer is consistent. 

From the thermal point of view, the heat flow is controlled by the 
improved laser waveform. In other words, the thermal properties are 
improved by not only the media structure but also by the laser waveform. 
Short-pulsed laser irradiation heats the media up to a temperature profile 
that is approximately the same as the laser intensity profile. In this 
condition, the thermal properties of the media show very little effect. 

From the magnetic point of view, magnetic multilayers have several 
useful functions , such as LMO and MSR. MSR, especially, is essential for 
achieving high density MO recording because it overcomes the optical

resolution limit. 
Abstracting the essential functions, high-speed, high-density MO 

recording requires overwriting and super-resolution. In addition, the 
applicability of a short-wavelength laser needs to be co nsidered for the 

future. 
These requirements lead to the conclusion presented in chapter 4: a 

combination of MSR with a readout layer for a short-wavelength laser and 
MMO with pulsed-laser irradiation are needed for high-speed, high-density 
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MO media. Overwriting is achievable by MMO for any type of media; the 
MMO should be accompanied by pulsed-laser irradiation to achieve small 

domain-formation. MSR is easily combined with pulsed-laser-irradiated 

MMO. The readout layer for a short-wavelength laser is also applicable to 
the readout layer for MSR. 

In conclusion, the most suitable form for a high-density, high-speed 
magneto-opti cal disk is a combination of magneticall y induced super
resolution using the readout layer for a short-wavelength laser and 
magnetic-field modul ation overwriting with pulsed-laser irradiation. 
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